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TRIBUTE
VINCENT PEYRÈGNE
WAN-IFRA CEO

We owe
to Claude
Bellanger
what brings
us together
in 2018

W

AN-IFRA was born in 1948.
It was then called FIEJ
(International Federation
of Newspaper Publishers).
Seventy years separate us from
the first Congress, which was then meeting in
Paris. This is probably an eternity for most of you,
for me, though I was not yet born, it seems like
yesterday. For all those who collaborate with WANIFRA, a strong bond, an immutable value brings
us closer to these first years of FIEJ: Solidarity in
action at the service of a free, sustainable, and
innovative press, confident in the future.
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This link is still as powerful seventy years after
the creation of FIEJ. Claude Bellanger, its founder, and also co-founder and publisher of French
newspaper Le Parisien Libéré, was general secretary of FIEJ from 1948 to 1962, and its president
until 1978. He was the organisation’s undeniable
pillar for more than thirty years: its main architect, its irreplaceable master builder.
In 1942, Claude Bellanger summarised in a powerful way the two rules of life that always animated
him: “struggle and hope”. He did so well at transmitting these rules to FIEJ that we at WAN-IFRA
proudly still carry them in 2018. This motto, which
we adopt unreservedly, was also that of a group of
men of conviction, resistants during WWII, who
were shaped by the virtue of freedom and tolerance. They patiently and relentlessly pursued what
has become today the world’s leading association
of news professionals. For many of us the perils
certainly seem more distant in 2018 than they were
for the FIEJ pioneers in 1948, at the end of nearly
six years of an appalling abyss. And yet, the free
world, and with it freedom of expression, still seem
to be under threat today in countries once thought
to have been immunised against obscurantism
and intolerance.
We will meet in June 2018 during our annual
World Congress, this year organised in Estoril,
and work with our members throughout the year,
because we are aware that democracy is fragile
and that a free, sustainable, therefore independent
press is an unchallenged asset that can preserve
us from despotism.
In 1948, as in 2018, corruption, barbarism,
intolerance and censorship are still harassing
the press in forms that are undoubtedly more
insidious and subtler than seventy years ago,
but that are equally devastating for individual
liberties. There are too many examples to cite,
and the reasons for the decline in freedom of the
press are plethoric: the fatal drift of governments
against individual liberties, such as in Turkey or
Egypt, taking control of public media, including
in Europe, as in Poland; increasingly tense or
catastrophic security situations, the like of which
we are witnessing in Yemen or Mexico. Only
those who benefit the most tend to forget that
this freedom, the freedom of expression, must
be preserved at all costs. It is a fundamental right,
a touchstone of all our freedoms, and press freedom - enhanced by solid independent news publishing companies – continues to be one of its
fundamental pillars.

WAN-IFRA continues
to champion the
rights of journalists
to operate free
media around the
world

Claude Bellanger wanted FIEJ to perform a watchful vigil and constitute a united strength in the face
of these drifts in freedom. WAN-IFRA continues to
fulfil this vigilant task, championing the rights of
journalists to operate free media around the world.
Together with several thousand member companies, 60 national representative associations support
the work of our organisation in more than 120 countries. The legacy passed on to us by Claude Bellanger
is a heritage to preserve, but we do not contemplate
it with nostalgia. The absence of memory is an inability to invent one’s future. Indeed this memory
drives us and motivates us on a day-to-day base
to meet the challenges of the digital transformation age.
The generation of journalists, press owners,
friends and relatives who surrounded Claude Bellanger, in France and internationally, was marked
more than any other by the turmoil of the Second
World War. It was by fighting for and sharing the
values of a world finally liberated and open like no
other that they were able to set up the International
Federation of Newspaper Publishers. Bellanger
devoted himself fully to the network for more than
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thirty years. He would say of these three decades
of international life that they always fascinated
him, that FIEJ gave him a lot and that in return he
learned a lot. This is the legacy he has passed on to
WAN-IFRA members, and we need not go much
further to understand why many new members are
joining the association. With more than 20 already
since the beginning of the year, our community is
still growing, seventy-years after its foundation.
“Persuade, lead, and undertake” was the passion
of Claude Bellanger in 1948. This was also the motivation of Walter Matuschke, the founder of INCA in
1962, which became IFRA in 1967. This has always
been the common thread of directors and successive presidents of what later became WAN, IFRA,
and then WAN-IFRA. The core of their nature. This
is the meaning of the seventy congresses organised
since 1948, the one we organise this year in Estoril,
and those we will organise in future. As Bellanger
said, we meet because we want “to find points of
connection between the spirits, between the people,
and at the same time not to wait, in a passive way,
for the perils to come.” The message is for us to be
ahead of those threatening the freedom of information essential to the normal functioning of open and

tolerant societies.
Nicolas Bouvier, tireless adventurer and
unclassifiable novelist, said it differently in
a way that I particularly like and that I experience daily while meeting our members:
“We must find the unity of the world that
travellers learn to know, and feel and live the
harmonies that bind people and things rather than sticking to what separates them.”
To close this tribute to our founder, I will
quote one of his leitmotivs, one that animates me in my daily work at the service of
our members: “The future of the press, it is in
this desire that everyone will have to maintain the freedom of the press. It is also in this
openness of mind that men instead of having
blinkers will have their eyes fixed on the whole
world, will try to understand and will try first
to understand each other.”
This desire to understand and share our differences is one of the last great utopias for
which it is still worth fighting. “Struggle and
Hope,” in solidarity and as one community.
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I

A note from the editors

t hasn’t been the easiest year for news media. In many countries, advertising revenue and circulation continue to fall. Facebook, which has sent significant amounts
of traffic to news sites, announced earlier
this year that it was planning to change
its newsfeed to de-prioritise content from media and businesses in favour of that from friends
and family. The repercussions of the 2016 uproar
over ‘fake news’ continue.

getting to know your audience is crucial. In line
with the shift toward reader revenue as a key
source of income online, newsrooms are increasingly looking more at metrics that indicate reader loyalty, and less at those such as page views,
which are more relevant for an ad-supported
model, as we explain in a chapter on analytics.
We argue that for quality news publishers, the
fake news furore offers an opportunity: as trust
falls in online platforms, this provides a motiva-

In times of great political uncertainty and online fragmentation, however,
high quality, independent
journalism and reliable
news sources are more important than ever, and publishers must continue to fight
back against all the challenges that they face.

High quality,
independent journalism
and reliable news
sources are more
important than ever

tion to readers to consume and pay for quality
content.
In the way it is presented, journalism should
surprise and delight as well as inform. We have
identified some of the most creative innovations
in both digital and print to offer inspiration and
ideas for future narratives. We also provide our
ten ‘commandments’ for effective user experience design.
The report takes a look at some of the main tech
developments that have significant implications for news media. The potential of voice
might seem limited now, but technology
is moving fast, and it’s important to remember that future generations will
grow up talking to devices, (as I am
often reminded when my 2-year-old
hopefully asks anything that resembles a machine, from thermometers to
parking meters, to sing her ‘Twinkle
twinkle little star’.)
Artificial intelligence also plays a
growing role in news gathering and
distribution: rather than focusing on
fears around robots stealing our jobs,
staff at news organisations should
concentrate on taking advantage of
the efficiencies that automation can
offer.

Good journalism is impossible without sufficient funding, and the revenue question
therefore continues to be top
of mind for many publishing
and editorial executives. It is
by now clear that advertising
is not going to support news
products in the way that it
used to, and that there is no
magic solution waiting round
the corner.

Internally, these developments
necessitate culture change, which
is one of the biggest current
challenges for newsroom managers. As well as supplying tips
and advice on how to adapt your
newsroom’s culture, the report also
outlines how you can change the
architecture of your newsroom.

It’s time for publishers
to take a proactive role in
building new business
models. This report outlines a wide array of different revenue streams to
fund their journalism, and
takes an in-depth look at
reader revenue, which we
believe will be an integral
part of any successful business going forward, and at service journalism, which provides
another potential revenue stream as
it allows publishers to make money
through affiliate marketing.

More than ever, the first step
towards success is original, wellreported and insightful journalism
that provides true value to your audience: the kind of journalism that
keeps people coming back for more,
and persuades them that your product is worth supporting.

EMMA GOODMAN

JUAN SEÑOR

Co-Editor

In the quest to get readers to pay,

Co-Editor
INNOVATION IN NEWS MEDIA 2018
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FUNDAMENTAL PREMISES
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CIRCLE
FOR MEDIA
BUSINESSES
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his trend has forced all media groups to
diversify their income sources to enable
them to survive. Some have failed in the
attempt, but success stories are already
emerging across the globe that show that
the media business has a bright future.
This article explores the different business models
that, according to INNOVATION, offer most potential
for success in the media industry.
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The media industry has been more affected by digital disruption
than any other, according to several studies, including the Harvard
Business Review. Digital disruption means that the competitive arena has significantly changed due to new entrants and products that
are clearly a threat to the traditional monopolies of legacy media,
which used to represent the majority of their income.
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BUSINESS
MODELS FOR
PUBLISHERS

Su

TO BEGIN, IT IS IMPORTANT TO KEEP IN MIND THE FOCUS
OF ALL MEDIA BUSINESSES:

Considering these criteria, each company must
raise strategic questions to ensure that they do
indeed have competitive and differentiating advantages in at least one area.
• Do our audiences value our independence as a
media company? Do they access our products
as a first option?
• Does the content we produce generate credibility? Are we a must-read and frequent source of
information?
• Do we fully understand the behaviour and tastes
of our audiences? Are they loyalz?
• Do we have a stable and trusting relationship
with our advertisers? Are we able to expand
our value proposition to diversify our sources
of income?
• Is our business self-sustaining in terms of its
cash flow?
Based on this exercise of genuine and deep reflection, a company must define its core competencies to continue to strengthen its portfolio of
products and services.
To subsequently establish its business model, it is
important to note that a diversified income strategy
is required to survive: at least three alternatives
should be considered in order to reduce the risk of
solely depending on one or two revenue sources.

BUSINESS MODELS
To establish a suitable business model, it is essential
to answer the following questions:
• What are the consumer needs that I am satisfying?
• Who are the final consumers of my products / services? Is our client focus B2B or B2C?
• How relevant and different is the content that we
produce?
• How do we receive payment for our products and
services? Is it direct or intermediated? How much
is the consumer willing to pay for our products?
• How do we produce the content? Directly or
through alliances and consolidation?
• What other assets - tangible or intangible - can I take
advantage of to generate new sources of income?
INNOVATION believes that the most promising
business models are the ones that offer a genuine
and solid capacity to produce relevant content for an
increasingly more profiled audience, and generate
loyal engagement
We recommend that publishers develop a deep
understanding of their audiences so as to generate
content that they are willing to consume and pay for,
and thus work with better defined and segmented
audiences. In the next section, we will describe the
business models that INNOVATION believes are most
likely to achieve future sustainability.

INNOVATION IN NEWS MEDIA 2018
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ORIENTED TO THE FINAL
CONSUMER: B2C
THE PAID CONTENT PUBLISHER

SUBSCRIPTIONS OR MICROPAYMENTS

1

CROWDFUNDING

• Aimed at a consumer who is willing to fund media companies with negative
balances, supporting their clear independence and good quality, credible content.
• Examples: Guardian (UK), De Correspondent (Netherlands), Mother Jones (US)
o This business model is recommended for kick-starting a business or a specific
project, with a goal of then achieving sustainability through another model
such as advertising or subscriptions. Only in very well developed economies
will this model be able to grow. Regulatory restrictions still limit the use of
crowdfunding.

THE PUBLISHER AS RETAILER

VERTICAL, E-COMMERCE

3

LAUNCHING BRANDED EVENTS

4

• Aimed at a loyal, demanding consumer who values the objective and relevant
content that top news outlets produce
• Examples: The New York Times (US), The Economist (UK), The Washington Post
(US)
o They are clearly the world leaders with the highest credibility, coverage and
loyalty from their audiences. Through various forms of payment for content
they have been able to sustain their business model. Only those with good
quality journalism and community engagement are able to survive with this
model.

THE PUBLISHER AS
PHILANTHROPIST

2

THE PUBLISHER
AS EVENTS ORGANIZER

• Aimed at consumers who are highly segmented due to their needs and
profile and who are willing to satisfy their purchase needs with the portfolio of
products / services offered.
• Examples: Net-a-Porter (UK), BuyaCar and Dennis Publishing (UK)
o These companies have clearly focused on a niche audience with both content
and exclusive and attractive offers, which has increased the purchase intent for
their products and captured the advertisers’ interest. With the gradual increase
of e-commerce in the retail market, more companies will have to develop this
model, independently or through partnerships. A deep understanding of their
audiences is a must to survive with this model.
INNOVATION IN NEWS MEDIA 2018

• Aimed at consumers attracted by the quality and credibility of the brand and their
resulting events
• Examples: Hearst Live (US), Spirited Media (US), The Atlantic (US), La Nación
(Costa Rica)
o These companies have consolidated the development of events of all their
brands into a single area for the sale of tickets and sponsorships or have
opted to create independent business units aligned with the growing interest
of the consumer in actively participating in new experiences. These events
also generate new content, data that feeds databases and become positive
influencers for their brands. This model could represent 20 per cent of total
revenues with good brand partnerships and with the right management team.

THE PUBLISHER AS A CLUB

MEMBERSHIP

5

• Aimed at consumers who, through subscription packages, not only access
editorial products, but attractive discounts in a broad portfolio of products and
services. The annual subscription could be recovered through accessing these
discounts.
• Examples: La Nación (Argentina), El Tiempo (Colombia), The Atlantic (US), The
Guardian (UK)
o All these companies have generated a robust list of benefits so that
subscribers have preferential access to relevant events, premieres
and discounts across a wide range of services. It requires a proactive
telemarketing strategy to make sure that the club members are satisfied and
loyalty prevails.

ORIENTED TOWARDS
OTHER BUSINESSES: B2B
THE AD DEPENDENT PUBLISHER

NATIVE ADVERTISING, BRANDED CONTENT,
PROGRAMMATIC

6

• Targeting interested advertisers to build and distribute relevant messages
associated with their brands and the needs of the audiences
• Examples: Quartz (US), The Atlantic (US), Guardian Labs (UK)
o These companies are among the few that still survive with robust models
dependent on advertising, due to their high segmentation and profiling of their
audiences which capture sophisticated audiences.
INNOVATION IN NEWS MEDIA 2018
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THE PUBLISHER AS IT PROVIDER

THE PUBLISHER AS AN AGENCY

7

SELLING BRANDED CONTENT

SELLING SOFTWARE

• Aimed at advertisers who do not have the capacity to contract creative agencies
to create advertising pieces for their audiences.
• Examples: 23 stories by Condé Nast (US), Remezcla (US), CNBC Catalyst (US)
o Taking advantage of their content creation potential, these companies have
built creative and editorial teams to design 360 marketing campaigns and
branded content production for advertisers, that can be disseminated through
their media portfolio. It requires leveraging the competency of the marketing
team to be able to compete against traditional ad agencies with cost-effective
strategies and excellent service level agreements.

• When internal IT development has proved to be effective, media companies can
offer consulting and IT licensing services to their industry peers to increase their
operational efficiency.
• Examples: The Washington Post with ARC (US), Svenska Dagbladet (Sweden),
Quartz (US), The Atlantic (US)
o Unfortunately, not many media companies have the capability to offer these
types of services. This model requires developing a business-oriented and
a consultative selling and consulting culture in the IT team to provide these
services to internal and external customers.

THE PUBLISHER AS DATA BROKER

DATABASE MARKETING

8

• Aimed at advertisers who want to increase their effectiveness in advertising
campaigns with databases generated from the media companies’ audiences.
• Examples: ProPublica (US), Schibsted (Norway)
o With the emergence of programmatic advertising, it becomes increasingly
important to have your own data, to be able to take advantage of them
internally but also to offer them to third parties to increase the effectiveness of
your marketing campaigns. Classified ads and verticals are also an excellent
vehicle to enlarge databases with more relevant audience information.

LEVERAGING YOUR ASSETS

10

ORIENTED TO BUSINESS
DIVERSIFICATION
THE PUBLISHER AS INVESTOR

LAUNCH A FUND

11

• When you want to invest in other promising and emerging businesses in
exchange for advertising
• Examples: Thomson Reuters (UK), News UK (UK), Guardian (UK)
o Through alliances with other companies in the same sector, these companies
have created specialized funds to invest in emerging media businesses. It is
crucial to have a well developed private equity fund community that can serve
as partner for media companies to correctly assess the deal flow and make the
right choices.

THE PUBLISHER AS BRAND LICENSER

DEVELOPING NEW PRODUCTS
AND SERVICES

9

• When the intangible value of the brand is high, it is worth taking advantage of this
to license the brand in other related products or services, and thus obtain other
related sources of income
• Examples: Disney (US), Playboy (US), Meredith (US), National Geographic (US)
o All these brands enjoy great recognition, credibility and acceptance by their
audiences. By developing new products and services with this seal of quality,
they can generate additional income. In most countries, media companies have
a good brand awareness and acceptance; an intangible asset that can be wisely
used to enlarge revenue sources with complementary businesses.
INNOVATION IN NEWS MEDIA 2018

Through this tour of the different business
models INNOVATION can conclude the following:
1. To achieve and maintain sustainability, every media company must take full advantage of its tangible and intangible assets to
create a strategy for diversifying its income.
2. It is rare for a company to triumph alone. Collaboration strategies should be generated either
with companies in the same sector, belonging

to the value chain, or with the final consumer.
3. The innovation capability of companies is
limited. All means must be used to participate in innovative and emerging businesses.
4. Owners and management teams must have an
open and creative mindset to be able to adapt
to the new characteristics of the consumer and
the business environment.

INNOVATION IN NEWS MEDIA 2018
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CLIENT
FOCUS

INCOME
COLLECTION

PAIDCONTENT
PAID
CONTENT

B2C

PHILANTHROPIST
PHILANTROPIST

REQUIREMENTS

RISKS

Direct

Relevant content

Customers not willing to pay.
High churn rate

B2C

Direct

Strong link to the community of investors and
individuals

Guaranteeing sustainability.
Better if linked to specific initiatives or projects

RETAILER
RETAILER

B2C

Direct

Deep understanding of audiences. Excellent platform.
Unique and exclusive product portfolio

Lousy logistics and customer service

EVENTS
EVENTS
ORGANIZER
ORGANIZER

B2C

Direct

Strong alliances with events operators.
Data base recording

Low reliability in time schedules.
Strong regulations in habeas data

CLUB
CLUB

B2C

Direct

Good partnerships with commercial and other
outlets for product/service portfolio.
Geographical reach aligned with media coverage

Low usage due to ignorance and diffusion

PROVIDER
ITITPROVIDER

B2B

Direct

IT team with consultative, consulting and business
development skills

High IT investments to maintain
an updated version

ADDEPENDENT
DEPENDENT
AD

B2B

Intermediated

Loyal audiences with deep understanding
of their needs

High churn. Strong competition

AGENCY
AGENCY

B2B

Direct

Creative teams within the organization.
Marketing intelligence competencies

Strong competition from traditional ad agencies

DATABROKER
BROKER
DATA

B2B

Direct

Good data from audiences.
Trusted relationship with advertisers

Poor marketing and sales efforts

BRAND
BRAND
LICENSER
LICENSER

B2B

Direct

Strong and valued brands

Core brand deterioration due to poor
licensing choices

INVESTOR
INVESTOR

B2B

Intermediated

Strong alliances with private equity funds focus on
media start-ups

Core-business mindset contaminating
emerging and young businesses

Medium

INCOME
POTENTIAL

TRANSACTION
COSTS

PROFIT
POTENTIAL

Low
INNOVATION IN NEWS MEDIA 2018
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READER
REVENUE

HOW TO MIGRATE
FROM ADS TO
READER REVENUE

The flux and change that mark the financial picture of our
industry today bewilder companies around the world.
There is no single solution to address falling revenues, but
it is clear that news publishers must get better at exploring
diverse revenue streams outside print advertising, which
is declining precipitously around the world, and away
from digital advertising, as the increase in digital ad dollars
cannot keep pace with the print decline.
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o, pivot instead to reader revenue.
A fundamental shift in business
models two years ago saw
newspapers launch a major push
to increase their audience-based
revenue.

related to convenience: to get access on mobile
devices (30 per cent of respondents across countries) or because people like to consume news
from a range of sources that includes paid-for
providers (29 per cent) or because of a good deal
or print/digital bundle (23 per cent).

And now reader revenue is a growing trend,
“as news publishers continue a concerted effort
to build loyal audiences around their high-quality
journalism,” according to WAN-IFRA’s Director
of Insights, Dean Roper.

Readers do pay for news out of an appetite for
quality content, however. A qualitative study done
for the Reuters Institute by Kantar Media looking
at the UK, US, Spain and Finland, found that in
terms of types of content, people are more likely
to pay for specialist and exclusive content, evergreen content, and content that offers plurality
of views and perspectives. There was a feeling
particularly in the UK and US, researchers found,
that paying for news would protect them from
‘fake’ news.

SO, ARE PEOPLE PAYING FOR NEWS? AND IF SO,
WHY?
There are signs that consumers are willing to pay
for news. According to new research from The Media Insight Project, a collaboration of the American Press Institute and the Associated Press-NORC
Center for Public Affairs Research, more than half
of all U.S. adults – 53 per cent – pay for news in
some format across print and digital, including
nearly 4 in 10 young adults under 35. A further
52 per cent of those who do not subscribe are
what the study calls “news seekers,” who actively
seek news out instead of passively bumping into
it, who get news multiple times a day, and generally think there’s plenty of free content available.
Looking purely at online news, the 2017 Reuters Institute Digital News Report found that
eight per cent of American respondents had an
online news subscription and a further eight per
cent had made some kind of payment for online
news. Norway had the highest percentage of news
subscribers out of the 33 countries surveyed, at
15 per cent, with only three per cent in the UK,
Germany and France.
The Digital News Report found that the most
commonly cited reasons for paying are broadly

"MOST NEW SUBSCRIBERS
WHO USED THE
PUBLICATION BEFORE
SUBSCRIBING, 74%, SAY
THEY WERE DOING DO
FOR SEVERAL MONTHS OR
MORE, INCLUDING 49%
WHO USED IT FOR A YEAR
OR MORE BEFORE MAKING
THE DECISION TO PAY"

The Media Insight Project found that subscriber
age led to different behaviour. “The two youngest age cohorts who pay (18-34 and 35-49) also
behave differently than older subscribers. They
are motivated more by a desire to support the
news organisations’ mission. About two-thirds of
them who use Facebook use it several times a day
(compared with half of older subscribers), and
many say that discovering a news source through
social media was a key factor in deciding to pay,”
the study stated.
The key to reader-based revenue streams in
2018 and beyond is to use them in conjunction
with other revenue streams. It isn’t sustainable
for the industry to rely on just one reader revenue stream.
"Rarely are news organizations 100 percent
funded by direct audience revenue alone," write
Elizabeth Hansen and Emily Goligoski in a recent
Tow/Knight report on audience revenue and engagement. "Digitally native publications are relying on a mix of revenue approaches - including
advertising, corporate underwriting, foundation
funding, article syndication, events, affiliate programs, merchandise, and book sales - in addition
to or instead of direct revenue from audiences."
So, with that in mind, here are some developments and success stories in reader revenue
models from news publishers around the world.
THE NEW PAYWALLS
Engagement over time makes people more likely to subscribe to news, according to a Media Insight Project report published in February 2018.

INNOVATION IN NEWS MEDIA 2018

PATHS TO SUBSCRIPTION the Media Insight Project's survey found that what triggered people to subscribe to news publications was
discounted subscription pricing

The study, “Paths to Subscription,” surveyed 4,100
recent newspaper subscribers across 90 newspapers from 12 newspaper companies in the U.S.
"Most new subscribers who used the publication before subscribing, 74 per cent, say they were
doing do for several months or more, including
49 percent who used it for a year or more before
making the decision to pay," the report stated.
But, what pushed them to subscribe was a trigger. "Discounted subscription pricing comes out
as the most important trigger by far, with twice
as many people identifying it as any other," the
report added.
Some publishers are experimenting with new
‘dynamic’ paywalls that allow different levels of
access to non-subscribers that are adapted to
make them most likely to subscribe.
The Wall Street Journal, which launched a paywall in 1996, now makes more money from readers than from advertisers, after circulation rev-

enue surpassed advertising revenue last year. For
many years, it had a hard paywall where anything
beyond a headline was only visible to subscribers,
although it did participate in Google’s ‘first click
free’ initiative until early 2017.
However, following testing of different avenues
for non-subscribers to access content for the past
couple of years, the paper is using a subscription
prediction model. Non-subscribers who visit wsj.
com get assigned a score based on more than 60
elements, based on things like the device they're
visiting the site with, their content preferences,
or their location. Based on this, the paper calculates their likelihood to subscribe and what level
of site access will encourage this. "Now we’ve
got a model that’s learned to a point where, if
I get a person’s score, I pretty much know how
likely they will be to subscribe,” Karl Wells, the
Journal’s general manager for membership, told
Nieman Lab in February.
Starting with a pilot project at the Albany
Times-Union in autumn 2017, Hearst Newspa-
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went from about 10-15 per cent annual growth,
to skyrocketing to 30 per cent annual growth in
2015, and then shooting up in 2016, the election
year, and continuing that trajectory in 2017 as
well,” explained Clay Fisher, senior vice president of consumer marketing and revenue at The
New York Times.
Subscription revenue accounted for approximately $740 million for the first nine months of
2017, a 12.9 per cent change compared to the
same period the previous year. “We've declared
ourselves a subscription business now: that is
reflective of the growth potential we've seen and
demonstrated over the last couple of years, as
we've led the industry and surpassed 3 million
subscribers, total,” Fisher said.

PAYWALLS several publications are testing customisable paywalls that identify who is more likely to subscribe, and when

pers also began testing customisable paywalls:
readers would see different subscription offers
depending on what they read and how frequently
they visited.

It is both intended to keep subscribers happy
and hence reduce churn, and boost subscriber
numbers by sending non-subscribers effective
conversion prompts at the ideal time.

"We're trying to find the optimal place for the
paywall based on the interests of the consumer,"
Rob Barrett, president of digital media at Hearst,
told Digiday in March 2018. The paywall, which
was rolled out to Hearst Newspapers' 24 daily
and 64 weekly newspapers, aims to build trust
and grow loyalty.

BUILDING ON A SUBSCRIPTION BUSINESS:
THREE SUCCESS STORIES
The Financial Times put up a metered paywall in
2002. The impact of introducing this model has
been a change in fortune, said James Mann, the
paper’s global sales director of B2B content. “People could sample some articles for free,” he explained at the UK Professional Publishers Association (PPA) Festival in London in 2017. “It started
at 3, then 20, then 10, and now it’s 9 articles within a 30-day period.”

Scandinavian publishing house Schibsted,
which owns leading news titles in Sweden and
Norway, has been doubling down on data and
a subscription-purchase prediction model, to
discover which registered readers are more likely
to pay for subscriptions. The model, which records readers' browsing behaviour, identified
those who were three and five times more likely
to subscribe. "The importance of having control
over our own data, and knowing who the user
is, and building a deeper relationship with our
subscribers is really key to surviving in journalism," Eivind Fiskerud, Schibsted's head of data
and analytics for its Norwegian group told NiemanLab in February.
The Times of London is developing a “digital
butler” (internally known as James): a self-learning algorithm that will analyse users’ reading
habits so that it can serve them with relevant
content at the time at which it is most pertinent.

By early 2018, The Financial Times’ paying
subscribers exceeded 900,000, both print and
digital. The paper offers various print and digital subscriptions, including a package for digital
during the week and print at the weekend which
has proved popular, according to FT Weekend
editor Alec Russell. CEO John Ridding told Fast
Company that print advertising accounts for just
17 per cent of the company’s financial publishing
division’s revenue.
Subscriptions have been a healthy revenue
stream for The New York Times since the paper
launched its paywall in 2011. The New York
Times has 3.5 million subscribers, of which 2.5
million are digital-only. “We've been growing
at a nice clip over the past couple of years. We
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“We’re in the business of developing a habit,”
Fisher said. “We’re competing for a share of mind,
a share of time, and the more that people are
spending time directly on our platforms, the more
we can build a relationship with them, and demonstrate our unique, high-quality journalism.”
For The Washington Post, high-quality journalism also drives a thriving subscription business.
The Post launched its paywall in 2013. After three
pieces of content, visitors run up against the Post's
paywall, explained Miki King, vice president of
marketing.
It's a successful revenue strategy for the publication: in mid-2017, The Washington Post reported that it had surpassed 1 million paid digital
subscriptions. "We continue to grow from there,"
King said. "Our subscriber base is growing exponentially, and we grew from 2016 to 2017. All
signals point to consistent growth based on what
we've seen in the first month of 2018."
Subscription growth is driven by a combination
of things: high-quality journalism that people
want to pay for, from a nationally recognised
brand. "First and foremost, it’s the content," King
said. "If we didn't have reporting that warranted
people saying ‘this is something I'm going to pay
for,’ we wouldn't have a subscription product."
MEMBERSHIPS
At The Guardian, reader revenue outweighs income from advertising, but it’s not because of a
paywall. Guardian content remains free to read
online, but the paper has asked readers to become members, meaning that as well as supporting its journalism, they have special access to live

events and dedicated emails. The Guardian counted more than 400,000 regular paying members
and subscribers for its print and digital products,
and overall, 800,000 readers supported the company in 2017.
“Together, the 800,000 contributors (members,
subscribers and donors) along with the casual
sales of the physical paper, give the Guardian
a record number of paying readers; more than
the half-a-million pinnacle in print circulation
achieved in the late 1980s,” CEO David Pemsel
told The Drum.
Pemsel said: “Our readers contribute more to
this organisation now than advertising.” The CEO
outlined the 196-year-old paper has a three year
target to break even by April 2019, and predicted Guardian News & Media will drive down its
annual losses to £25 million for the year to 31
March 2018 (compared to the £45 million shed
last year).
As it pores over an audience of 160 million
monthly browsers and around 9 million daily
uniques, the Guardian will methodically look at
ways to turn regular readers into financial supporters. “We are prepared to explore country by
country because we know that audiences are
slightly different from Australia to the US to here,”
Pemsel said.
Dutch site De Correspondent was launched via
a crowd-funding campaign and remains ad-free,
funded purely by its more than 60,000 membersubscribers. The news site aims to offer “an antidote to the daily news grind,” focusing on stories
that cover long term issues outside the 24-hour
news cycle, and its journalists “are committed
to collaborating with members on their chosen
beat”.
MICROPAYMENTS
Whether or not micropayments – paying a small
amount per article - are a viable reader revenue
stream is debatable.

AT THE GUARDIAN,
READER REVENUE
OUTWEIGHS INCOME FROM
ADVERTISING, BUT IT'S NOT
BECAUSE OF A PAYWALL
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Sustainably,

naturally
Paper is one of the most widely used products within
the circular economy.
It ticks all the boxes for sustainability: paper is made
from fully renewable raw materials, it is highly
recyclable, and can be used for bioenergy generation
at the end of its lifecycle.
We trace all ﬁbres used in UPM papers and utilise
resources efﬁciently. We believe in fair treatment
and sustainable practices, and uphold high standards

THE WASHINGTON POST has surpassed the 1 million paid digital subscriptions target.

of corporate responsibility in the communities and
societies in which we operate.

Blendle launched in 2014 in the Netherlands,
a subscription-based platform where users pay
per article for news from a selection of partner
publishers. By 2016, it had reached more than 1
million users in Holland and Germany. However,
it has been two years since the company launched
in beta in the US and its success is unclear. It had
partnered with The New York Times, The Economist, and The Wall Street Journal, among others.
"We went into it as a test, thinking maybe it helps
us get some data points for our strategy when it
comes to paywalls or metering, but nothing is
happening," one executive told Digiday.

and allows readers to read €5 worth of content
or pay for a weekly pass. A single article costs
39 cents. “It sold 3 million stories that way, with
nearly three-quarters of the readers that encountered the offer registering and paying when they
reached their article limit,” according to Digiday.

German publisher Gruner + Jahr experimented
with ad blocking and micropayments, offering adfree experiences to users, after they were given a
choice to whitelist the G+J site, or pay a few Euro
for access, resulting in just €2,000 in revenue for
G+J, according to Digiday.

MOVING FORWARD
Although we would argue that pursuing reader revenue is essential, that doesn’t mean it’s a
straightforward solution. There is a great deal of
competition from both free sources and other paid
sources, and there are still many people who are
not paying for news and who are unlikely to be
convinced. It can be heartening to look towards
music streaming service Spotify’s 70 million paying subscribers, or video-on-demand service Netflix’s 118 million, but it is important to remember
that music and television/films are very different
types of content compared to news.

Companies such as Munich-based LaterPay offer readers access to stories and keeps tabs on the
amount, letting them pay for their reading later.
Once readers reach €5, they must pay. While offering news and video for free on their website,
Spiegel Online uses this micropayment system,

It is first essential that you are able to offer a
compelling content proposition with something
unique about it, and be able to communicate this.
Secondly, you need to find the most effective way
to sell this to your audience, which might involve
some experimentation with different pay models.
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Our approach will add value to your business, naturally.
Learn more at www.upmpaper.com

HOW CAN
YOUR
EXPERTISE

PAY FOR
YOUR
JOURNALISM
Service journalism tends to address the needs of the audience
as consumers rather than as citizens, providing advice and
recommendations that will help them in their day-to-day lives. It
identifies and reports on a specific need of its audience,
and then offers solutions, which will often involve
directing readers to a good or service
that can fulfil this need.
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ervice journalism is not new; indeed, it has been a signature value
proposition for many magazines for
decades. However, in recent years,
publishers who traditionally focus
on news have begun to explore and
invest in service journalism, using their expertise
to be useful to readers in their everyday lives,
while hopefully bringing in some extra revenue.
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WIRECUTTER staff spend tens
or hundreds of hours testing
a single product category

One of the top reasons news media are taking
an interest in service journalism is its revenuegenerating potential. It is a format that can and
has been monetized successfully by creating a
new revenue stream: e-commerce, since sites
often can get a percentage of sales from affiliate
links out to products that they recommend.
Service content is also ‘evergreen’ content that
can be marketed again and again, with particular
potential for success on social media and other
third party distributors. Evergreen content was
also identified by Kantar Media in its research
for the Reuters Institute as a type of content that
consumers were more likely to pay for.
News media can capitalize on their trusted,
reliable brands to make valuable recommendations and suggestions, and offer practical advice,
that will help their audiences to make decisions
about a variety of aspects of their lives.
EXAMPLES
Getting into service journalism and affiliate marketing means creating or expanding content verticals, or buying them.
In October 2016, as part of a wider expansion of its lifestyle journalism with sections such
as Smarter Living, Cooking, and Well, The New
York Times Company bought technology review
and recommendation site The Wirecutter and its
sister site The Sweethome in a $30 million deal,
garnering a foothold in service journalism funded
by e-commerce revenue. The brands have now
been combined into one site, Wirecutter, and
its content remains outside the Times’ paywall.
Wirecutter doesn’t make any casual recommendations. The Times reports that “tens, sometimes hundreds, of hours are dedicated to testing
a single product category” on Wirecutter, the aim
being to find “the right choice for most people,”
rather than the fanciest product. The site has a test
kitchen in New York’s Chinatown, and supple-

ments testing by its own staff with input from
“engineers, scientists, and other subject-matter
experts.”
For example, for its piece on the best everyday wine glass, Wirecutter reviewers (known
as ‘guides’) considered 250 glasses, and blindtasted wine in more than 80 different glasses
with “a professional winemaker, a sommelier,
and a wine critic.”
Although its revenue figures today are unknown,
it was widely reported that in 2015 Wirecutter
drove $150 million in e-commerce sales, of which
it would have kept somewhere between four and
eight per cent. In 2017, sales were up 50 per cent
from the year previous as categories expanded to
include “baby and kid”, and staff numbers had
doubled to about 100, according to Bloomberg.
In February 2018, Tronc, formerly Tribune
Publishing, announced its purchase of a majority stake in BestReviews, a site that like Wirecutter publishes reviews of consumer products and
reportedly attracts more than 5 million monthly
unique visitors. Tronc chief executive officer Justin Dearborn said in a statement, "We look forward to combining BestReviews deep product research and fully optimized commerce engine with
tronc's digital properties, a combination which we
believe will strengthen our e-commerce efforts."
In late 2017, Quartz launched Quartzy, a lifestyle and cultural vertical (there is a weekly newsletter of the same name), focusing on “living well
in the global economy.” It's a bit of a departure
from Quartz's news-focused lens, and instead
narrows in on things like cocktail recipes or packing tips to make its readers' lives better. (Quartzy
was launched with a Facebook Messenger chatbot, too.) The site, quartzy.qz.com, contains a lot
of service journalism, from tips on maintaining
creativity, to explanatory articles about people
doing quick cosmetic surgeries on their lunch
hours. It hopes to capitalize on the fact that adver-
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QUARTZY is a lifestyle and cultural
vertical: a departure from Quartz's
news-focused lens

tisers in fashion and beauty have been struggling
to move to digital so there is cash up for grabs,
according to WWD.
WHY SERVICE, WHY NOW?
Service journalism is a safe space, wrote Tim Herrera, editor of Smarter Living at The New York
Times for NiemanLab’s 2018 predictions. The online space is filled with “untrustworthy garbage,”
he wrote, “But, the pendulum is swinging back,
and at the forefront of that swing will be service
journalism and trusted guidance.”
“The opportunity here is for news outlets to
double down on service and strengthen their
position as places readers can consume news
and also learn to live better, healthier, and more
conversant lives,” Herrera wrote.
Indeed, as more and more of the content on
the Internet turns out to be fake, audiences are
increasingly looking to trusted media companies
to provide solutions and advice, and information
they need.
CHALLENGES
A key challenge is how to maintain objectivity in
reviewing and recommending products when you
are making money if readers buy them. As well
as the ethical implications, this is also a practical consideration: readers will only trust your reviews if these seem objective.
The Wirecutter addresses this by keeping its editorial and revenue teams separate, and ensuring
that its writers and editors are never made aware
of which companies may have established affiliate relationships with its business team prior to
making their recommendations, the site explains.
HOW-TO
So, how can news media get into service journalism? The answer varies. Publishers are positioned well to offer their audience content that

serves their needs, that is useful as well as informational. Becoming involved with service journalism may be as easy as hiring new talent to write
vertical content, or it may be as complicated as
delving into e-commerce sites. While it appears
to be successful for large organisations like The
New York Times, it may not work for all.
We at INNOVATION believe there are five questions publishers ought to ask themselves. Think
of it as a bit of service journalism within an article about service journalism:
1. How would service journalism as a genre serve
you as a publisher? What goals or aims would
adding service journalism help you achieve?
New revenue streams? Additional traffic?
Boosting membership?
2. How would it serve your reader? Are there
any interest areas or topics your audience has
that your company could serve beyond news?
What hot topics of interest, as determined by
your analytics, might you create verticals for?
3. How will you monetise? Will your explainers become sponsored? Will your traditional
service pieces (how-tos, listicles etc.) have affiliate links?
4. Will the quality of this new content push
membership, drive subscriptions or foster
further engagement? (It must.)
5. What does investing into service journalism
require? Will you need to hire new staff? What
resources would you need?
Your readers are looking to you to solve their
problems, answer their questions and meet their
needs. Striving towards the same high quality a
journalist would put into an investigative news
article, now news media can attract more readers with strong service journalism that provides
useful and reliable advice amid the hustle and
bustle of their everyday life.
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While the main medium for journalism to
flourish in the last century has been the written
word, digital with its fusion of text, images,
graphics and video offers journalists a panoply
of new storytelling options to choose from.
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T

he news business must explore
and experiment with these new
digital storytelling possibilities
and embrace the frontiers of new
narratives available today. Without
experimentation and creativity, the
impact of our journalism risks losing relevance
and impact.
Here we showcase some of the most innovative
digital storytelling techniques in use today, as a
guiding light as to what your journalism should
become tomorrow.
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DO NOT TRACK

Upian, Arte, National Board
of Canada and others

x https://episode1.donottrack-doc.com/en/
This documentary on internet privacy takes personalization to a whole new level. The interactive
combines short videos and interactive elements
to educate people about who might be tracking
them online and the amount of private information that might be extrapolated from their Internet activities. A few minutes after it begins, the
documentary adapts itself to the place, time and
operating system of the viewer, demonstrating
a scary case of how everybody shares information in a non-voluntary way. With data collected
in real time from your IP address, this interactive has as many versions as views. As the chapter evolves, you are invited to share some of your
internet habits, so you can see in real-time how
your own personal data is being tracked. In this
way, the seven-episode documentary helps users
to track the trackers, understanding their tools
and methods.

KATIE’S STORY: BROKEN DREAMS

BBC

x http://www.bbc.com/sport/winter-olympics/42905972
This pure mobile narrative (there is almost no
point in watching it on a desktop) tells the story of
Katie Ormerod, a British snowboarder described
as “arguably Britain's best medal chance for Pyeongchang 2018”, who was forced to withdraw
from the Games after breaking her heel in two
places during training. This seven-chapter vertical video uses pictures, videos, graphics, narrators
and Ormerod’s own voice to describe her journey in training, jumps and pursuing her Olympic dreams. With a precise script and beautiful
shots of snowboards jumps, the piece stands out
due to its extraordinary simple navigation solution: at any time, the viewer can understand in
which part of the documentary they are.

I’M YOUR MAN

SBS Australia

x http://www.sbs.com.au/imyourman/
This interactive documentary tells the story of four
famous legends of Australian boxing through an
immersive experience in the world of gyms and
rings. Making use of interactive videos and an interface based on mouse gestures, it allows the au-

dience to enter different training sessions that,
on completion, open the series to new chapters.
A subtle use of gaming slightly affects the plot,
whose highlight is some historical fights in Australian boxing. The excellent soundtrack, which
includes the testimonies of the boxers, provokes
a deep level of engagement with the story and its
characters. The special documentary - the adaptation of a play - won numerous awards, and
was produced by the Australian channel Special
Broadcasting Service.

RAISING BARRIERS

The Washington Post

x https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/world/borderbarriers/global-illegal-immigration-prevention/
This is one of the ambitious special interactives
produced by the strong and diverse team at the
Washington Post. The 3-part multimedia project takes readers to eight countries across three
continents and examines the divisions between
countries and peoples through interwoven words,
video and sound. The producers wanted to make
the experience as seamless and simple as reading
text, so they decided to focus on three episodes:
an overview that explained the phenomenon and
why it’s happening; a case study of Europe, evaluating how well walls have worked to stop the mass
flow of migration; and on the U.S.-Mexico border,
where building a wall presents myriad logistical
challenges. The pictures, the narrative, the text,
the videos and the simple and useful vertical index help to create a beautiful experience. Raising
Barriers –with more than 70 people interviewed–
probably goes as far as a big newsroom can go in
telling a huge story, while at the same time establishing some principles that can be followed by
the rest of the industry.

DO NOT TRACK
combines short videos and interactive elements to educate
people about who might be tracking them online

I SPY DOC

Fumes, Justin Pemberton, Jam3
and TakePart.com, in a New ZealandCanada coproduction

x https://ispydoc.com/

This video documentary with a sharp cinematic
approach dives deep into the tensions between
governments, intelligence agencies and individuals as data collection grows and personal privacy
is eroded. The Five Eyes Alliance is a government
spying network that consists of the US, UK, Canada, Australia and New Zealand, and allows them to
share their intelligence. Through interviews with

KATIE’S STORY: BROKEN DREAMS
stands out due to its extraordinary simple navigation solution
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RAISING BARRIERS
is a multimedia project that takes
readers to 8 countries
across 3 continents

I’M YOUR MAN
creates an immersive experience in the world of gyms and boxing rings.

QUIPU PROJECT
is a strong interactive audio documentary
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major players filmed across the ‘Five Eyes’ states,
the documentary examines the rationale for universal surveillance and cybersecurity, against the
implications for freedom and democracy. The documentary is a five-chapter story, with each one
including a 7-minute film and an “Explore Further” marginalia. Each video has a scrolling timeline with more micro-videos, and repeated invitations to the viewers to share their thoughts on
different subtopics. The film-like shooting, the
perfect voice narration and a simple and beautiful user interface help the immersive experience
which includes interviews with important characters including the ex-director of the NSA and CIA
General Michael Hayden, investigative journalist
Nicky Hager, cybersecurity expert Brian Contos,
NSA whistleblower William Binney and former
Anonymous hacker Gregg Housh.

QUIPU PROJECT

Maria Court, Rosemarie Lerner and Chaka Studio

LET’S MAKE IT COUNT

x https://interactive.quipu-project.com

is a video narrative experiment presented in a four-way split screen

SAM AT THE GAMES
created a conversational interface to cover the
Winter Olympic Games

This is one of the most powerful demonstrations of
how a simple but bold idea can create a project with
meaning and impact. In the 1990s, during his 10-year
reign as president of Peru, Alberto Fujimori launched
a family planning programme that resulted in the
sterilization of 272,028 women and 22,004 men in
just four years. They were almost exclusively indigenous people living in rural areas, and thousands have
claimed this was done without their informed consent. Their stories have taken a long time to emerge
because the subjects have almost no means of media representation: many of them are illiterate or only
speak Quechua. To shine a light on those stories, the
authors of Project Quipu created a simple 1-800 telephone number connected to a website where victims
of this abuse can record their testimony. The result
is a strong interactive audio documentary that can
be navigated through a visual “quipu”. Quipus are
knotted cords that were used by the Incas and ancient Andean civilizations, to convey complex messages. The Project reveals the power of voice in telling moving stories in the first person.

LET’S MAKE IT COUNT

Les Cardinaux and Upian

x http://www.lescardinaux.com/

THE UBER GAME
invites users to try to make ends meet while driving for Uber

Les Cardinaux is a collective of four French filmmakers who created Let’s Make it Count, a video narrative experiment from which journalism
can learn. It’s a fictional story of four friends who
spend their last vacation day in Los Angeles, and

each one decides to follow a different path. Presented in a four-way split screen, the simultaneous stories began leaving the viewer the option
to follow all the stories, to choose a full screen
for any of them, to select the audio of a specific story, or to hear to all of the audio tracks at the
same time. Even though the experience can be a
little discombobulating, it opens the door to following experimentations with video streaming
of live news events.

SAM AT THE GAMES

Sam Manchester, The New York Times

x NYTimes App

The New York Times used the scale of the Winter Olympic Games at Pyeongchang to experiment with live direct messaging in a behind-thescenes type of coverage. The deputy sports editor,
Sam Manchester, sent short messages through a
conversational interface that creates a more intimate, personal experience with the readers who
sign up. At the same time, the use of AI software
helps the Times to tailor some of the push notifications within the same timeline. As a follow up
to the Rio Olympics SMS experience, in this case
the whole experience happens inside the NYTimes
App, opening up possibilities in terms of the kind
of content, including reader polls and targeted
messages according to readers’ choices. “What
we’ve created is a bot-like exchange, but in the
voice and tone of a person” the NYTimes explained,
taking another step towards what many consider
the stage of the future: conversational platforms.

THE UBER GAME

Financial Times

x https://ig.ft.com/uber-game/
As a sort of sidebar to the story “Uber: The uncomfortable view from the driving seat,” FT created “The
Uber Game”, in which you try to make ends meet
by driving for Uber. The game claims to be “based
on real reporting, including interviews with dozens
of Uber drivers,” and is intended to show what life
is like for Uber drivers who are under pressure to
work as much as possible. This text-based adventure gives some goals that you have to achieve by
making the right choices so as to maximize your
earnings, from choosing to buy a car charger and
a data plan, to working longer hours to hit bonus
quests for extra cash. The game feels like a chooseyour-own-story adventure, and even though it lacks
strong graphics, it helps to understand the subject
from the character’s point of view.
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Be aware of
confirmation
bias

2
Data analysis and human
centred design methodology
set the grounds for evidencebased design as a structured and
rational process.

Quantitative
data
analysis

USER EXPERIENCE

tells us about
behaviour;

1
Reduce
cognitive
load

DESIGN

Understand how human factors influence the
experience and work towards a solution with the least
cognitive effort for the user.

Example: The Guardian Mobile Innovation Lab’s notifications experiment
during the UK’s snap election in June 2017 learnt from previous experiments
to include easy sign-up options for different subjects, timestamps for
results tallies, and investigated their users’ appetite for data-rich information in an alert.
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3

qualitative
analysis

tells us
about reasons for those
behaviours. Be open to
being wrong about gut
feelings.

Example: For the Guardian’s notifications experiments mentioned
above, the paper surveyed users after each experiment and
carefully analysed the results to understand user behaviour
and make changes accordingly. For example, the paper learnt
that users close notifications not necessarily because they are
not interested in them, but because they have obtained the
information that they need.

Value is in
the eye of the
beholder
Delivering value is not just about the
user but also to your organisation;
think about user challenges as well as
business goals. Design should be holistic,
investigating the entire experience of the
user including the context of use and
user environment.

Example: For the 2018 Winter Olympics, The New York
Times started to send notifications to users through its
native mobile app rather than through SMS. As graphics
editor Troy Griggs told Nieman Lab, this means that the
paper controls the whole space, while saving money
on SMS costs, and it allows the Times to integrate the
content and experience in new ways.
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Invest in knowing
your users
User-Centred Design – and its mindset
of bringing users into the design process
– exists to reduce gaps between creators
and product users. UX is about putting
the user in focus, not just pretty pages
and pixels.

Example: when The New York Times was preparing to
launch its Spanish language edition targeting a Mexican
audience, the team spent time in Mexico City to learn
directly from their potential readers, to gain insight that
would support their product and editorial strategies,
wrote Juliette Melton, design researcher at the Times,
on Medium. The team worked with the audience to
discover their needs, rather than making assumptions.

5
UX is
strategy

Describe your vision - clarity on
this will help you define which
hypotheses you want to test and the
data you will collect.
Example: Scandinavian publisher Schibsted restructured its product team
in 2016, centralizing its efforts into one unified product and technology
group that works across all publications and has a clear vision and goals.
“We want to build common product and common technology, not just
for the newsroom, but for the end user and migrating toward that,” the
company’s VP of product management Espen Sundve, told Nieman Lab.
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DESIGN

GRAPHIC
DESIGN

Take in
the big picture

UX design looks at the brand’s
ecosystem holistically, to ensure
customers can transition from
one channel to another without
friction. Whether accessing your
website, downloading an app,
watching a video or reading a
story, all these moments build
up to a brand experience. Study
services and legacy products
to understand the audience's
experience, leverage the learnings
and apply them to new projects.

Interface design
& Visual design

Interaction
design

Usability
engineering

Information
architecture

Example: When the Guardian relaunched in
a new tabloid format in early 2018, it also
redesigned its website and apps in line with
the print edition. According to the paper’s
executive creative director Alex Breuer, the
new design has “a more flexible page layout
in print and online and enhanced use of
photographic journalism and graphics.”

Epxeprience
mapping

UX
DESIGN
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9

7

Change is
inevitable

It's all in the
experience

Iteration can feel uncomfortable, but
that discomfort leads to certainties.
As customer journeys become more
fragmented, it is our job to ensure
brands are telling a coherent story across
channels. The experience of users does
not stop at every screen.

UX is not just how the interaction works; UX is
about how your user experiences the product.
UX is about individual experiences: we do not
design one experience, we set the groundwork
for each user to have the best experience with a
product or a service.

Example: The New York Times’ texting experiment for the
Olympics aimed to communicate directly with users using a
conversational interface that allowed for personalization options
such as what events an individual user is most interested in. The
system remembers readers’ choices so that it can send relevant
messages, and then analyses their responses in order to respond
further. It’s a very different experience to having push alerts sent in
an omniscient voice, Ben Koski, director of interactive news at the
Times, told Nieman Lab.

Example: News outlets have started to target
customers on voice control systems such as Amazon
Echo and Google Home. The BBC has produced a news
briefing skill for the Alexa operating system and now
hopes to pair editorial staffers with software engineers
to investigate what kind of content experience people
want, to inform new interactive editorial formats,
Digiday reported.

8

Test,
test
and te
s
t
again
INNOVATION IN NEWS MEDIA 2018

User testing, quality
assurance and
reviews should be
conducted every
step of the product
lifecycle.

10

Challenge
business
as usual

What is the bottleneck in your UX
Strategy? Identify who and what can be
influenced to change from “business as
usual” to more focus on the user

Example: the Guardian is creating a product and user
experience (UX) toolkit to help its product managers
and UX designers build skill and confidence in their
roles. Crucially, its focus is on why things work as much
as how they work.

Example: As part of its preparation
for its Spanish language edition, the
New York Times team combined
ethnographic research methods with
data science: they first conducted
field research that included a series of
one-on-one interviews in participants’
homes, offices or on their commutes,
focus group sessions, and followed this
with “ongoing, iterative quantitative
research,” wrote Juliette Melton, design
researcher at the Times, on Medium.
INNOVATION IN NEWS MEDIA 2018
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FAKE
NEWS

WHY FAKE NEWS
WILL SAVE
JOURNALISM

‘Fake news’ became a hot topic of conversation in 2017.
Although it is a phenomenon that has quite rightly led
to widespread concern, it is also arguably the best thing
to happen for serious journalism for some time.

F

ake news highlights both the risks
of relying on unreliable sources, and
the need for well-funded journalism
that can play a fact-checking as well
as a watchdog role. Publishers should
therefore seize the opportunity to
present their news as the trustworthy alternative
to misinformation and see this as an opportunity
to grow their businesses.
The phrase ‘fake news’ is controversial in itself.
Several analysts and experts from within and
outside the media industry refuse to use it in
favour of descriptions such as false news or misinformation. It is important to note the worrying
trend which has seen the term used by powerful
figures such as President Trump to describe news
which they find merely distasteful – whether
because of political differences or because it is
overly sensationalist, for example.
For want of a better alternative, for the purposes
of this article, ‘fake news’ refers to deliberate misinformation or disinformation posing as news,
either for financial or political gain (or both).
THE DANGER
Fake news is seen as particularly dangerous
around elections, and it is its potential impact
on the democratic process that has understandably caused most concern. A key example is the
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fictitious ‘Pope supports Trump’ story that was
circulated shortly before the 2016 US presidential election. Originally published by a two-weekold fake news site with the goal of bringing in
advertising revenue, it was adopted by Trumpsupporting sites as a political tool, and ended up
with more than a million Facebook engagements
when posted on the site by a right wing organisation. It’s the sort of story that could influence
voters for whom the Pope’s views hold a great
deal of weight.
Many believe that deliberately misleading
‘news’ will only become more pernicious as video
and audio manipulation improve: it is now possible to make videos which seem to quite literally put words into people’s mouths, making it
appear that someone has been caught on video
saying something that they did not. This is likely
to be more convincing to much of the public than
reading a story.
THE OPPORTUNITY: SHINING A SPOTLIGHT ON
SOCIAL MEDIA AND SEARCH
The impact that fake news has had on the public
image of tech companies, particularly Facebook,
is far-reaching and its extent is not yet clear. For
Charlie Beckett, media and communications professor at the London School of Economics and
the director of Polis, fake news is ‘the canary in
the digital coal mine:’ it is an early indicator of a
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wider crisis in public information.
The spread of fake news has put the level of
influence that social media companies hold over
both publishers and content consumers under
the spotlight of public discussion, and Google,
Facebook and other tech companies have come
under a good deal of criticism from industry,
policymakers and civil society for their role in
spreading false and inaccurate information, as
well as for contributing to the business model
crisis that news outlets are facing by dominating
the online advertising market.
This increased attention has made tighter regulation of these tech giants seem a distinct possibility, even in traditionally liberal markets. In the UK,
for example, a parliamentary select committee is
looking into fake news and its effect on society. In
the US, Congressional committees grilled representatives from Facebook, Google and Twitter in
early November 2017 as they investigated Russia's
online information operation, and Facebook CEO
Mark Zuckerberg was called before Congress in
April 2018 in the wake of the Cambridge Analytica
revelations. A European Commission consultation into fake news and online disinformation
run from late 2017 to early 2018 received almost
3000 responses.
The public are also increasingly skeptical: the
2017 Reuters Institute Digital News Report found
that just 24 per cent of global respondents believed that social media does a good job in helping
separate fact from fiction.
THE TECH COMPANIES’ RESPONSE
Facebook and Google have responded - whether
due to the threat of regulation, or because of a desire to take more responsibility for their increasingly significant roles in society - with various
efforts aimed at tackling the most common complaints about the way that they present content.
Facebook released advice to users on how to
spot fake news stories and has started to show

THE SPREAD OF FAKE
NEWS HAS PUT THE LEVEL
OF INFLUENCE THAT TECH
COMPANIES HOLD UNDER
THE SPOTLIGHT

‘related articles’ in Newsfeed in an attempt to encourage users to read beyond the sources that they
already follow and break out of the ‘filter bubble.’
Facebook’s product manager in charge of civic
engagement has publicly asked and discussed
‘what effect does social media have on democracy?’ and outlined the ways in which advertising on Facebook is becoming more transparent
and accountable.
Google enabled a “Fact Check” tag in Google
News for news stories which claims to identify
“articles that include information fact checked
by news publishers and fact-checking organizations.” The tech giant has also attempted to reduce
the number of misleading and offensive results
that appear in its search engine, by improving
“evaluation methods” and making “algorithmic
updates to surface more authoritative content.”
It has also started allowing users to report inappropriate content.
As noted below, the tech companies have also
started funding fact-checking initiatives.
CHANGING BUSINESS MODELS
The focus on ‘fake news’ has also further exposed
the flaws in the programmatic display advertising
model, whereby advertising is sold through an ad
network or platform on the basis of how many
clicks or views it will receive from a target demographic. This type of advertising is largely seen as
fueling the spread of fake news, and means that
neither advertiser nor publisher knows which ads
will be shown where, and therefore ads might be
shown alongside fake news without the advertiser even knowing.
Large companies who use a good deal of online
advertising are fighting back. British multinational telecommunications company Vodafone
announced new rules last summer to prevent
its advertising from appearing within outlets focused on creating and sharing hate speech and
fake news, via a whitelist-based approach using content controls implemented by Vodafone’s
global agency network (led by WPP), Google and
Facebook. The world’s two biggest advertisers Dutch transnational consumer goods company
Unilever and American multinational Procter
& Gamble - have threatened to pull advertising
from platforms like Facebook and Google if the
companies don’t do more to stop hate speech
and harmful content such as misinformation,.
This distrust in the online advertising market
provides an incentive for publishers to focus on
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FACT-CHECKERS BY CONTINENT
The Duke University Reporters’ Lab annual fact-checking census counted
149 projects worldwide in 2018, up from 44 in 2014. National or regional
elections helped spur new fact-checking efforts in Norway, Indonesia, South
Korea, France, Germany and Chile, the Reporters’ Lab found.

Europe

52

North America

53

Asia

22

Africa

4

South America

15

Australia

3

Source: Duke Reporters’ Lab

subscriber revenue more than ever, and means
therefore that their high quality journalism is
more important than ever.
Several U.S. news media have seen a jump in
subscribers since the election of Trump and the
spread of fake news: according to the 2017 Reuters
Digital News Report, the percentage of people
paying for online news is now 16 per cent, up
from nine per cent the previous year, along with
a tripling of news donations. Including subscriptions for its crossword and cooking products, The
New York Times, for example, now has nearly 2.5
million digital-only subscriptions, and digital-only subscription revenue overtook print advertising
revenue for the first time in the second quarter
of 2017. The Wall Street Journal and Washington
Post also saw significant growth in subscriber
numbers from the end of 2016 onwards.
REVIVING TRUST
According to WAN-IFRA’s 2017 World Press
Trends, “it is clear that for our industry, the demand for trusted news sources represents a business opportunity.” Edelman’s Trust Barometer did
show an increase in trust in journalism in 2018,
to 59 per cent, alongside a drop in trust in plat-

forms (to 51 per cent).
However, the Reuters Digital News Report
found that around 40 per cent of people thought
that the media does a good job in helping separate fact from fiction, which is more than those
who trusted social media, but is still a rather low
percentage. Trust in news media remains lower
than it could be in many countries around the
world, and news organisations must embrace the
challenge of restoring faith in their brands and
their journalism.
GROWTH OF FACT-CHECKING
Clear fact-checking and debunking of fake news
are important parts of news media’s effort to
maintain and regain trust. Various initiatives have
been launched by news outlets, tech companies
and other organisations around the world in recent years; some specifically targeting election
campaigns while others have a more general focus.
Some examples of initiatives within news organisations include:
• BuzzFeed has embarked upon a significant
effort to identify and debunk fake news and
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FAKE NEWS PROVIDES THE
OPPORTUNITY FOR GOOD
JOURNALISM TO SHINE, AND
FOR NEWS PROVIDERS TO
STRENGTHEN AND BUILD
UPON THEIR TRUSTED
BRANDS
misinformation, and to highlight the extent of
the problem. Its wealth of reporting on these
issues includes pieces on make your own fake
news sites and misinformation spreading about
the UK general election.
• Les Décodeurs from Le Monde is working on
how to automate the detection of fake news.
According to a Digiday article, “The plan is to
build a hoax-busting database, which incorporates information on which sites are fake and
which are verified, trusted sources, and readers can access via Google and Firefox Chrome
extensions”.
• Reuters has launched a News Tracer which uses
algorithms to detect which stories on social
media might be newsworthy and to start the
verification process, which is then completed
by a journalist.

aimed to help voters to make sense of what
and who to trust online ahead of the French
presidential elections in April/May 2017.
• Factmata, funded by Google and based at University College London and University of Sheffield, hopes to launch “a state-of-the-art factchecking system using machine intelligence,
for statistical claims made in digital media content, such as news articles and political speech
transcripts,” according to its site.
• The News Integrity Initiative, funded by Facebook and based at City University New York,
is a network of partners working together on
news literacy and addressing “misinformation,
disinformation and the opportunities the internet provides to inform the public conversation
in new ways,” according to Facebook’s head of
news partnerships, Campbell Brown.
And there are new independent projects, such
as:
• WikiTribune is a new initiative from Jimmy
Wales that aims to bring the crowd-funded,
open access principles of Wikipedia to a news

• BBC Reality Check describes itself as “dedicated
to examining the facts and claims behind a
story to determine whether or not it is true.”
The site invites readers to fill in a form to offer
ideas of topics to investigate, which could be
stories they have seen that look suspicious, or
just something that they have always wanted
to know the truth about.
Several partnerships between traditional news
organisations and startup or academic initiatives
also exist:
• Faktisk is a collaboration between (rival) Norwegian news organisations VG and Dagbladet
and the public broadcaster NRK, with the
mission of fact-checking the media, as well
as politicians. The collaboration is a reflection
of how seriously news outlets are taking the
problem of false news, participating journalists
told Poynter.
• First Draft Crosscheck (funded by Google News
Lab) was a collaborative verification project that
INNOVATION IN NEWS MEDIA 2018

outlet, with stories that are ‘easily verified and
improved.’
Funding for such initiatives has coming from
within news outlets, from philanthropic organisations, and from tech giants Facebook and Google.
Not all publishers have the resources to build
technically complex tools, but many could include more fact-checking and debunking in their
day-to-day work, or build partnerships to make
it easier and more efficient.
BEYOND FACT-CHECKING
Fact-checking is a vital service but it’s not the only
thing that news organisations can do to fulfil their
obligations to their audience and retain their trust
and with that, their attention. The 2017 Reuters Digital News Report found that the biggest reason that
the public doesn’t trust the mainstream news media
to distinguish fact from fiction is the sense that people have that news has bias or an agenda (cited by 67
per cent). As report author Nic Newman asked, will
fact-checking and news literacy efforts be enough to
convince those who feel the media has an agenda?
Transparency, for a start, is crucial in gaining
and keeping readers’ trust. This could include,
for example, publishing full transcripts of interviews when appropriate, as The New York Times
has done when interviewing President Trump.
The American investigative documentary series
Frontline from PBS decided to preempt any allegations of biased editing of its documentary
on Putin and his attitude to the US by making
all 70 hours of the interviews done for the show
available online. As Poynter highlighted, a series
by Steven Brill published in the Huffington Post,
"America's Most Admired Lawbreaker," included
all documents used, including deposition transcripts and emails, to help readers see if the story
used them in proper context.

Diversity and more accurate representation
of readers both among staff at news organisations and in the stories that they cover are
also crucial, so that outlets are less likely to
be perceived as being out of touch and run by
an elite from whom many people feel alienated. Particularly when targeting subscriber
revenue, it is vital to build connections with
the audience, and not to see it simply as a homogenous body, but to appreciate and cater
to its diversity. The Guardian’s 2017 project
Inequality and Opportunity in America is a
good example an effort to increase diversity
in reporting: it included publishing writers
from rural areas across the U.S. in collaborations with local newsrooms.
Powerful branding is also important. Edelman’s
2018 Trust Barometer found that 59 per cent of
respondents believed it was getting harder to tell if
a piece of news was produced by a respected media organization. News outlets need to find ways
for their content to be easily identified even when
it’s not always being found on their own sites.
THE BOTTOM LINE
Fake news provides the opportunity for good
journalism to shine, and for news providers to
strengthen and build upon their trusted brands.
Rather than joining the panic over what fake
news means for society, publishers should be focusing on fighting back with high quality journalism, differentiating their valuable products from
the abundance of misinformation to be found
online. The growing distrust of social media only
leaves more room for publishers to gain and retain loyal readers. And despite President Trump’s
criticism of the news sources of which he doesn’t
approve, the public hasn’t stopped buying their
papers and watching their news.
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13:30
AND
20:30

CHANGE YOUR
NEWSROOM,

CHANGE
YOUR FORTUNES
1

OPEN SPACES,
WALLS-DOWN

INNOVATION
Creativity
FORMULA
+
Open Newsroom = Communication = Better Content
+
Collaboration

07:30
TO
23:30

11

FULLY INTEGRATED

2 20
Over the past
years,
ON/OFFLINE
News
first,
content
second.
INNOVATION
has designed
We tell the story as we know it
on the best, most suitable
many multimedia
and most instantnewsrooms,
platform.
Each desk has one personal
several of which
are
industry
computer with
2 screens,
one for input the other for output.
benchmarks worldwide. Here
ROLLING
are some of3ourDEADLINES
suggestions.

2

6

Content contacts with our audiences
when they need information
and in the platform they prefer.

1. OPEN SPACES, WALLS-DOWN
INNOVATION FORMULA
Open Newsroom Creativity +
RADAR
Communication + Collaboration =
We monitor the world via technology so we
Better Content
can focus on the why and what's next as

4

10
10

8
8

5

5. RADIAL SYSTEM
Sections, themes and products
emanate from a central superdesk
which commands and controls the
news workflow.
6. MACROEDITORS
INNOVATION IN NEWS MEDIA 2018

No more beats, no more silos. Team
reporting and street reporting with macroeditors as opposed to section editors.
7. DIGITAL ‘LIVE’ ANALYTICS WALLS
They must be functional and not
just decorative. In them we see our
sites, social media sites and other
competitors’ sites with sound and visual
alerts when KPIs are below target, so
that everyone sees and feels the 24/7
energy of a multimedia operation.

I

8

MINI

9

is the norm.

77

10. SUPERDESK
The chiefs are at the forefront. They are
SUPERDESK
not hiding
in offices anymore - they
The
at the forefront
- not hiding
arechiefs
visible,are
accessible
and responsible.
inCreative
offices anymore
- they
are open
visible,
editors and
planning
tools
live
accessible and responsible
here, and planning and multimedia
coverage starts here.

10

4
becomes commodity news in minutes.
Instant analysis is a must if you want to
be unique. So some of your senior staff
will make the difference if they can react
in time, help with insights and produce
more “what does it mean” journalism.

DIGITAL

DEVELOPERS AND JOURNALISTS
STUDIOS
SHARE THE NEWSROOM
Integrated mini tv - radio studios.
Developers must act as journalists
and report to editors, not to IT. Yes,
VISUAL
long-term projects can be outsourced,
JOURNALISM
but day-to-day work must be done
Graphics and photo desks next to the
in-house.
superdesk. Journalism where show, don’t tell

6
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7

9. VISUAL & DATA JOURNALISM
WALLS
Graphics, infographics, photo and
Where we see our online websites and
data journalism
desks
are next
community
sites with
sound
alertstoatthe
every
update
so everyone
sees andwhere
feels the
superdesk,
for journalism
‘show,
24/7
energy
of
a
mul
t
imedia
operation.
don’t tell’ is the norm.

3

opposed to the who, where, and how many.

4. RADAR & ECHO
We monitor the world via technology
and we share our content instantly.
Radar for breaking news. Echo for
social media. Our newsroom must have
speed & depth. Radar and Echo become
the speed so we can focus on the why
and what’s next as opposed to the who,
where, and how many. Breaking-news

8. MINI STUDIOS
MACROEDITORS
Integrated
mini TV/radio studios with
No
more beats,
more silos.
reporting,
desktop
editingnofunctions
for Team
quick video
street reporting with macroeditors
turnarounds and more elaborate pieces.

99

2. DIGITAL-FIRST
RADIAL
(JOURNALISM-FIRST)
News first, platform second.SYSTEM
We tell the
story as we know it on
the best,
Sections
andmost
themes and products
emanate
from the superdesk which
suitable and most instant
platform.
commands and control the news
Each desk has one personal
workflow.computer
with 2 screens, one for input the other
for output. Organise the newsroom
by content and audiences. Your openspace newsroom focuses on content
and audiences, not platforms.
3. ROLLING DEADLINES
Our workflows and shifts reflect a
multi-deadline newsroom. We file copy
to meet the key prime times in the daily
schedule of our audiences, updating
them with fresh content when they
need it and on the platform they prefer.

07:30
TO
08:30

09:30
TO
11:00

f you change your newsroom, you change
your fortunes. We have gathered ample
evidence that the return on investment in
the construction and upgrading of a modern
multimedia newsroom is significant and vital to
building leading media companies.
Daily newsroom workflows and content should
reflect the content consumption habits of our audiences. This means our newsrooms must become

real information engines where the story comes
first, and the medium second.
The starting point is our audiences. First and
foremost, we assess the news consumption cycle
of our audiences and build newsrooms that produce multimedia content that meets their needs
throughout the day on paper, online, on air, and
on mobile devices. The workflow should follow
our readers’ digital journey.
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MEDIA
ARCHITECTURE
KEY INTERIOR DESIGN
TIPS TO BUILD DIGITAL
NEWSROOM
SPACES

”I DON’T KNOW
WHY PEOPLE HIRE
ARCHITECTS AND
THEN TELL THEM
WHAT TO DO.”
FRANK GEHRY’S MANTRA
You will always need “media architects”, some of whom
have designed hundreds of fantastic “open-space”
newsrooms. Other companies, who decided to try to
reinvent the wheel instead of trusting their experts, have
produced some very bad, and very expensive, failures.
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YOU NEED SPACE:
FROM 10-14 SQUARE
METRES PER PERSON
Yes, you can do it with less space if you want. But quality of life
in your newsroom will suffer if your space isn’t big enough.
Open spaces encourage spontaneous meetings and casual
conversations.

THE OFFICE OF THE
FUTURE IS NOT AN
OFFICE AT ALL
You can work anywhere and everywhere, that’s the point!
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MULTIPURPOSE WORK
SPACES, THE END OF
ASSIGNED SEATING

SPACE DESIGNED
FOR CHANCE
ENCOUNTERS
Plenty of places for spontaneous meetings that encourage
cross-team discussions and content sharing.

Modular seating offers more combinations for a dynamic
and collaborative work space. Forget “one journalist, one
desk, one computer, one chair”. Reporters should be
outside reporting on stories - welcome them back with hot
desks where they can come and file. And remote reporters
and editors should also fit in seamlessly with video
conference technology to allow them to explain and clarify
their stories.
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SECONDARY SPACES
FOR EXCHANGE AND
RELAXATION
The objective is to have one or two soft spaces that say “I
want to stay here.” These can be designed as libraries with
hardcover physical books or canteens with plenty of calorific
and fruit supplies. The more time spent in the soft areas the
more time will be spent in the ‘hard-working’ areas.

PLACES FOR BOTH
CONCENTRATION AND
CONTEMPLATION
It is key to break up open-plan spaces with quiet private
spaces. Emphasizing the nature of our two rhythm
newsroom with speed and depth.
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PRIVACY OF SOUND,
NOT PRIVACY OF SPACE
Different levels of privacy for lower sound can be achieved
without creating private spaces.

VERTICAL DIGITAL
WALLS TO EMPHASIZE
A REAL-TIME
MULTIMEDIA AUDIENCE
News is being consumed all day, and the integrated
newsroom must reflect the internet – open, transparent and
live. Plenty of vertical digital walls remind journalists they are
working for a digital, live medium.
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MANAGEMENT UNITS MUST
ALSO SHARE THE OPEN
SPACE CULTURE
The idea is for everyone to work together. Transmedia
journalism means transmedia business management. You
want managers interacting in open-space departments.

DON’T BE SILLY
Please, no bicycle racks, game consoles or ping-pong tables
inside your newsroom. Silent, relaxing areas full of great
books, magazines and newspapers are better. Thinking spaces
are more important then entertainment spaces.
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NEWSROOM
ANALYTICS

MOVING
FROM CLICKS
TO CLOCKS

Publishers can now track an abundance of different metrics,
and most are aware that there is not one single metric
that will be helpful to everyone. Which ones they focus
on ultimately depends on their strategy: broadly, are they
targeting a small but highly engaged audience who might
be prepared to pay for content, or are they going for
mass readership with an ad-supported model?
And what are they hoping for their journalism
to achieve?
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A

2016 report from the Reuters Institute
for the Study of Journalism into
newsroom analytics noted that leading
news organisations were developing
what it called ‘editorial analytics’ that are closely
aligned with the outlet’s editorial priorities and
organisational imperatives and inform both shortand long-term strategy.
When approaching analytics, is crucial to identify these strategic priorities, and “don’t conflate
growth metrics and loyalty metrics,” wrote Ryan
Sholin, growth engineer at Automattic (previously
at Chartbeat), for Mediashift.
In 2018 and beyond, we will see journalists
start looking at “loyalty metrics and the types of
stories and distribution methods that encourage
repeat visits,” predicted Sarah Marshall, head
of audience growth at Vogue International, for
Nieman Lab.
Indeed, as more and more publishers aim to
rely less upon advertising and look to grow their
reader revenue, many continue to move away
from focusing on pageviews and unique user
numbers (the classic growth metrics) to loyalty
metrics such as time spent on the page, or number
of returning visitors. The value of a loyal audience
is clear for those seeking to increase reader revenue: more loyal readers leads to more subscribers
and thus, more revenue.
Even CNN, a broadcaster with a massive online
audience, has been seeking to address the fact
that much of its audience doesn’t visit as a daily
habit. “The shift we’re making is focusing less on
overall scale in the form of uniques to looking at
engagement, daily active uniques, time spend in
video,” Chris Herbert, CNN’s senior vice president
of digital operations and strategy, told Digiday.
This stands in contrast to metrics traditionally
advocated by publishers such as Buzzfeed who are
after mass readership, such as how many people
share an article. The problem with focusing on
number of shares as a measure of success is that
people often share an article without reading to
the end (or reading any of it).
Sharing is, of course, a positive action, but it’s
not necessarily the best way to measure the value

FOCUSING ON ENGAGED
TIME IS CRUCIAL FOR
GROWING LOYAL
AUDIENCES WHO RETURN
FREQUENTLY

of an article. Journalists and publishers want their
stories read (or watched), not bounced around
social media by people who might be simply pretending to have read them.
That’s not to say that growth doesn’t matter: it is
undoubtedly important for publishers to increase
their numbers of loyal readers. In an internal
memo published in January 2018, Chairman
and CEO of Vox Media Jim Bankoff stressed the
importance of focusing on both quality and scale
to achieve the somewhat elusive goal of quality
at scale: “we’re entering an era where quality,
scale and sustainability matter more than ever.”
As the Reuters Institute report found, the best
analytics efforts are tailored to the individual
needs of each publication, and there is no onesize-fits-all approach that will guarantee success.
That said, here are some of the metrics that publishers might want to track in 2018 and beyond.
FROM CLICKS TO CLOCKS
One measure of loyalty is attention metrics, which
tend to focus on time spent on a page or article,
or on an ad. The Financial Times and the Economist have both been experimenting with a new
cost per hour (CPH) metric for advertising clients, which measures the time that readers spend
with an ad, rather than the number of clicks a
page gets. The idea is that it rewards quality content that audiences actually spend time with, and
punishes clickbait that sees many views but very
little focused time.
The Financial Times announced the launch of
its CPH digital advertising metric four years ago,
saying it allowed “advertisers to reach a highly
influential global audience with greater brand impact than through impressions alone.” The metric
reports on how long each ad impression has been
viewed, and the total duration of exposure across
the campaign, and only attaches value to views of
five seconds or longer. It therefore differentiates
between quality of impressions, while the traditional cost per click measurements treat every
click as the same. The CPH metric was informed
by research that showed that “brand awareness,
uplift and association all increase the longer an ad
is in view,” according to an article in The Drum.
ENGAGED TIME AND FREQUENCY
Focusing on engaged time isn’t just useful for publishers who are selling digital advertising based on
time spent, but is crucial for growing loyal audiences who return frequently to a site.
Engaged audiences are more likely to pay for
content, in addition to generating advertising
revenue by visiting often and staying longer. Re-
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search by newsroom analytics service Chartbeat
has found that “longer engaged time drives higher
loyalty.” A new reader who engages for a longer
amount of time is more likely to return, the company believes.
Chartbeat data shows that 45 per cent of visitors spend less than 15 seconds on the page,
meaning that there is much potential for improving engagement levels by offering more compelling content. As Marshall wrote, “Driving loyalty
requires focusing on quality. Readers and reporters will be grateful.”
Frequency of visits can also be a useful metric
to track and target. At SFGate and Chron.com,
Hearst Newspapers’ two largest sites, the focus in
terms of analytics has shifted away from counting
pageviews to increasing the number of readers
who visit at least 10 times a month, according
to a recent Digiday article. These people are 25
times more likely to become a subscriber (to the
site’s partner the San Francisco Chronicle) than
someone who doesn’t, SF Gate has found.
LEARNING FROM NEWSLETTERS
Newsletter subscriptions are a relatively accurate
indicator of loyalty at top publications. An internal
New York Times memo from May 2017 reported
that newsletter subscribers are twice as likely as
regular Times readers to become subscribers, and
that they read twice as many stories per month.
According to Digiday, the Seattle Times has
concluded that it takes 25 times more visits from
Facebook to convert a reader than it does to convert a reader visiting their site via its newsletters.
At The New Yorker, newsletters represent a significant source of referral traffic: around 12 per
cent of traffic to the site, Nieman Lab reported.
And, a Condé Nast data science team model revealed that being a newsletter subscriber was
the number one indicator that a reader might
become a paying subscriber: more newsletter
subscribers directly lead to more paying customers. The magazine thus hired an editor to work
exclusively on newsletters. This is an example of
metrics having a significant impact on strategy.
Newsletters allow for audience segmentation,
which can enable more personal communication, participants on an online panel hosted by
Mediashift said. Tracking where your audience
goes after they click through to your site helps
to improve segmentation.

EXAMPLES OF WHAT
TO MEASURE USING
ANALYTICS
USER-FOCUSED
METRICS
• unique users
• new users
• returning users
• newsletter
subscribers
• paying subscribers
• frequency of visits
CLICK-FOCUSED
METRICS
• pageviews
• time spent on page
• pageviews per
session
• click-through rate
• bounce rate
• most read
• scroll depth

SUBSCRIBER STATS
Once loyal readers have been converted to subscribers, tracking their on site activity remains
relevant to learn about their behaviour and limit
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SOURCE-FOCUSED
METRICS
• Referral vs direct
traffic
• referral source:
search, social media,
newsletter etc.
POPULARITYFOCUSED METRICS
• social media ‘likes’
• social media ‘shares’
• most shared
• which stories convert
users to subscribers
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CHARTBEAT RESEARCH
FOUND THAT SUBSCRIBERS
SPEND 52% MORE TIME
WITH ARTICLES THAN NONSUBSCRIBERS
churn. Access to insights about how their subscribers use their sites was the single most requested feature that news organisations asked
analytics service Chartbeat for, the company
told Nieman Lab when it announced its rollout
in August 2017. Chartbeat data can now be broken down into traffic from subscribers, registered
users, guests, and “unspecified,” thus allowing
publishers to see whether paying customers behave differently than other users.
Chartbeat research on subscribers found that:
• subscribers spend 52 per cent more time with
articles than non-subscribers
• across the Chartbeat network, subscribers are
only 3 per cent of traffic
• less than a third of those subscribers are actually ‘loyal’
• there are also very ‘loyal’ customers who do not
yet pay: it is key to understand their consumption behaviours when hoping to convert them
to paying subscribers
As Digiday reported in February 2018, The
Boston Globe, for example now pays more attention to what kinds of stories convert subscribers
and what that subscriber base reads, rather than
focusing solely on audience size.
MEASURING IMPACT: BEYOND THE NUMBERS
Ultimately, what journalists and editors are often
hoping for is that their stories will have some kind
of an impact on the world around them. Realworld impact can’t be summed up by page views
or time spent on the page, however: it is far more
complex and difficult to measure.
At The Journal News, a Gannett newspaper in
Westchester County, New York, staff have built an
impact tracker that records real-world impact. As
the paper’s digital director and head of audience
Anjanette Delgado wrote, “Journalists manually
add impacts and tie them to stories, and we can
then filter and view by story, author, date, impact,
etc. As reporters from multiple newsrooms add
their work, it gets categorized and stored in a
PostGreSQL database that we query to discover
the analytics of impact over time.”
Another tool that can be of use to news publish-

ers is an open source tool called Impact Tracker,
created by the California-based Center for Investigative Reporting. The tool allows staff at news
organizations to create records for all the realworld change associated with their work in an
interactive database, recording anything from
structural changes such as policy reform, to micro changes such as emails from readers saying
a story has helped them.
As creator Lindsay Green-Barber wrote, the
tool allows an organization to generate a “holistic
narrative of change,” and combine qualitative impact data with quantitative metrics to “focus your
strategy and more effectively allocate resources.”
Tracking impact in itself might not lead directly to increased revenue, but impactful stories
are more likely to gain readers’ trust in a highly
competitive market, and aiming for impact will
tend to produce higher quality journalism. The
Journal News uses the tracker to find impactful
stories to highlight in its subscription marketing,
the paper’s local consumer sales and marketing
manager Kasia Abrams told the Columbia Journalism Review.
MAKING THE BEST USE OF METRICS
Whatever metrics news publishers decide to track,
it’s crucial when reporting them to offer as much
context as possible and to offer journalists and
editors actionable insights. For a start, explaining why loyalty or impact metrics might be more
strategically relevant is important.
To share analytics effectively across the newsroom, newspapers must think carefully about
the relevance of metrics to each team, and the
potential for harm as well as benefit that comes
with sharing. Publishers need to take time to
inform and educate staff about what each metric
means, because otherwise, they're just numbers,
according to social site Newswhip. But with context, these numbers can show what works, what
can be improved, and how this information can
be used strategically.
It’s also useful to collect information over a
longer period to allow for the analysis of trends.
As Nick Petrie, deputy head of digital at The Times
of London said at a Digiday conference in late
2017 (reported in a Digiday article), the paper
needed more than a year’s worth of subscriber
data to draw statistically significant conclusions
about how to grow audiences and convert them
to subscribers.
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MEDIA
MORPHOSIS:
The business we're in has changed
substantially and companies must
adjust their ways of thinking and
operating accordingly. Changing
corporate culture in newsrooms is a
must, if media companies
want to successfully meet
the needs of consumers,
readers and their digital
audiences, and change
their business models to
meet the demands of the
market in 2018.

HOW TO
CHANGE
YOUR NEWS
CULTURE
INNOVATION IN NEWS MEDIA 2018

F

rom a culture of once-a-day print
deadlines, newsrooms now need to
operate in a culture of multiple deadlines,
distributing content constantly, wherever,
whenever and however their audiences demand
it. Journalists' traditional skills, tools, set of
attitudes and values must change, as well as the
content they produce.
"Legacy media should put as much emphasis on
transforming the organisation as they do transforming their product," wrote Lucy Kueng, research fellow at the Reuters Institute for the Study
of Journalism at the University of Oxford. "For the
fruits of their content transformation to reach
their audiences, and for viable businesses to be
built around that, then an equivalent transformation needs to happen inside their organisations."
In Kueng’s 2017 report called “Going Digital:
A Roadmap for Organisational Transformation,”
she argued that, despite technological challenges
in recent years, "the core challenge is organisational," and without strategic thinking, media
organisations will be left behind. Failure to transform organisational culture undermines news
publishers’ reinvention efforts and reduces relevance in the media ecosystem.
Culture change has been a top of mind issue for
publishing executives around the world: it was the
single most important change news organisations
wanted to achieve in 2018, according to a recent
study of publishers in 68 countries by WAN-IFRA.
“The top response (21 %) was organisational culture,”

wrote study authors Dr. Francois Nel and Dr. Coral
Milburn-Curtis of the Innovation Research Group.

CHALLENGES
In our work with news media companies around
the world, we’ve found that strong leadership,
who make it clear that innovation is the goal and
make changes to the organisational structure, to
workflows, staff, support and training, is key.
Without buy-in from the top, nothing changes.
Strong leadership drives and supports cultural
transformation.
“The era of the digital visionary has passed –
what is needed now is prowess in implementation, a relentless focus on achieving core strategic
goals, particularly revenue goals,” Kueng wrote.
However, changing and transforming culture
is a process that consists of strategic and cultural
shifts. And there is nothing easy about changing
company culture: it can be tough, challenging,
and full of fear.
People fear culture change because they’re
afraid of the loss and security of the status quo.
“A core part of your job as a leader is to help others overcome the inherent, very human bias toward maintaining the status quo, because they
are afraid of losing the security of the status quo”
wrote Sally Blount, the dean of the Kellogg School
of Management at Northwestern University and
Shana Carroll, Kellogg’s director of Communi-
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THE BIGGEST

CHALLENGE TO EFFECTIVE
CULTURE CHANGE IS
OVERCOMING PEOPLE'S
FEAR AND RESISTANCE

cating for Impact, in a recent Harvard Business
Review article.
Blount and Carroll say there are three reasons
people resist change: 1) they disagree on substantive grounds, 2) they don't feel they've had
a chance to share their perspective, and 3) they
haven't had enough time to digest the new direction or cope with the situation emotionally.
The biggest challenge to effective culture change
in newsrooms is overcoming people’s fear and resistance. Those who resist it may not feel they have
enough training to work with digital technologies
and that transformation is simply adding more to
their workload. There are those who chafe at endless waves of experimentation, and have their sense
of purpose, their goals and sense of value upended.
Leaders must identify the sources of resistance the people and groups who resist - and talk to and
listen to these individuals. "Doing so requires an
ability to listen to your opposition, diagnose their
antipathy, consider their thoughts and feelings,
and explain how it has changed your thinking, if
not your plans,” Blount and Carroll wrote.
“Be open to change yourself,” they wrote. “A
resistor who senses you are listening only so you
can get what you want won’t open up and definitely won’t get on board.”
For those who continue to resist culture change,
Kueng suggests being “very clear to those …who
are not able to be part of this journey... that they
have to leave the company."
TRANSFORMING PEOPLE
Organisational culture is a top priority for leading organisations around the world, according to a
2017 Deloitte report on improving the employee
experience. Companies need “to focus on the employee experience holistically, considering all the
contributors to worker satisfaction, engagement,
wellness, and alignment,” according to the report.

Leaders must create motivation, as they share
the vision for the new corporate newsroom culture. They must build support for the cultural
and operational change, manage the transition
and sustain momentum along the way.
Leaders must also provide support and training for
their staff, and reallocate resources and rewards to
enable culture change. Training empowers formerly
reluctant staff and can remove their fear and anxiety.
"It is becoming abundantly clear that organisations
can spend money on finding people with the more
vocational, tactical skillsets,” wrote freelancer Simon
Swan for The Drum in a recent article on empowering staff. “But, the real difficulty is encouraging, and
more importantly retaining, the skills of employees
who can adapt and reinvent themselves as changes
in the marketplace or opportunities rise.”
Some publishers are changing hiring practices
as they compete with the tech sector for talent,
taking in e-commerce marketing veterans, engineering and data specialists. According to Digiday,
“Condé Nast has hired consumer marketers and
data scientists, while The Wall Street Journal has
hired people with psychology, statistics, information systems and business analytics degrees. Time
Inc., similarly, has hired most of its new consumer
marketers from companies outside publishing."
The idea, according to a recent McKinsey report, is that people with a variety of skills work,
design, and develop differently. “Companies
need to find and bring in people with an array
of mutually reinforcing skills to work differently
(agile coaches and scrum masters), design differently (user experience and interface designers),
and develop differently (data scientists and IoT
software developers),” wrote Jurgen Meffert and
Anand Swaminathan for McKinsey & Company.
TRANSFORMING WAYS OF WORKING
Transforming company culture also breaks
through old ways of working that may have been
successful for decades, but aren’t any more. The
key to this is making big changes and having bold
plans with specific ambitions and goals, according to Meffert and Swaminathan with McKinsey.
Publishers could also take a page from digital
pure players, like Vox and Mic, which prioritise
agility in today’s constantly changing media landscape. "Instead of protecting established practices,
digital companies play offense, building new ecosystems, modernizing the business architecture,
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and equipping the company for the challenges
ahead," wrote Meffert and Swaminathan.
In changing ways of working, publishers
must also adapt workflows, and that may include deciding what not to do. Removing old
activities and workflows may be seen by the
old guard as a mistake, but Kueng argues it is
essential, as too many new processes, products
and systems add to resource pressure. Without
eliminating some of the old, employees may
argue that innovation simply adds more work
to their existing jobs.
In transforming a company’s culture, Kueng explained, publishers must also decide how to deal
with "shiny new things" that are highly-disruptive
and make operating unstable, running the risk
of taking forward motion and business models
off track by focusing on short-term innovations.
Indeed, with a constant torrent of new technologies coming at media companies, it’s easy
to get distracted.
Kueng suggests companies need to develop re-

view processes to address new projects. “At the
heart of assessment processes is a hard-nosed
evaluation of how this new entity will contribute to core goals,” she wrote. “Afterwards, best
practice can involve starting small, finding commercial partners to underwrite investments, a
system for allocating resources between longterm projects and those that pop-up, and explicit
learning goals.”
THE RESULTS
Culture change is key to transforming news media
companies and positioning them for whatever the
digital future brings. If publishers do successfully
change their organisation’s culture, there are clear
benefits, according to the 2017 WAN-IFRA study:
"An analysis of almost 250 responses by executives in 68 countries shows a statistically significant relationship between the innovation culture
in firms and their financial performance. In fact,
companies that prioritise innovation are more
likely to report organisational and financial success compared with companies that don't,” Nel
and Milburn-Curtis wrote.
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EIGHT RULES

FOR SUCCESSFUL NEWSROOM
CULTURE CHANGE

1
2

INNOVATION BEGINS at the top, but it happens at the
bottom. Involve your journalists and managers from the
beginning. Culture change and integration cannot be
imposed. Support must flow from the newsroom to the
boardroom, and must involve sales and marketing as well
as editorial departments.

SELECT AND AGREE on a single model
of integration or transformation and do
a single ‘big-bang’ change – not trickle
down or partial and gradual organizational
changes. The end result may be the same,
but there are many models to get you there.
At the end of the day, job titles, roles and responsibilities
will change and so will compensation packages.
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3

YOU MUST
PRODUCE
a detailed
operational
manual
for the
newsroom which covers
all workflows for every
department and includes
provisions for planning
meetings and specific
deadlines. Without this
‘bible’ you are lost.

4

ONCE DETAILED WORKFLOWS
have been developed, it will be time
to address architecture and layout.
You must employ architects with
experience in designing for media as
the space layout must be tailored to
match the new workflows and staff assignments. What
works for an insurance company or a law firm will not
work for a media organization

6
7

AND REMEMBER
only custom-made
integration models work.
Avoid cut-and-paste
solutions. Imitation is not
innovation. And you will
not find all the answers in one single other
comparable newsroom. Your newsroom
must reflect your brand’s DNA.

5

THROUGHOUT
THE PROCESS
train, train,train
and then train
some more;
before, during
and after the transition to a
fully integrated newsroom

8

TOP MANAGEMENT
support is needed
from beginning to
end. Without total
involvement by your
editors and managers,
and massive internal communication
within the newsroom, and throughout
the company, you will inevitably fail.

SPEND as much time
as needed to overcome
negativism, fear and
misunderstandings. It’s all
about managing change.
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CHOOSE
YOUR TECH
Over the last year technology has continued to do what it
does best: surprise us. We've seen innovation in augmented reality and virtual reality change the way we think
about and produce news. We've seen the growing interest
in and the strengthening of AI, blockchain and chatbots.

I

t is essential for publishers to invest in the
right technology and not be distracted by
the latest shiny thing. According a special
report on technology adoption strategies
published by Publishing Executive, NAPCO
Research and Fuse Media, “The wrong
technology can eat up valuable time, resources,
and mental bandwidth,” the authors wrote.
“Or worse, operating in an environment of thin
margins, the wrong tech investments today can
have strategy and financial implications that
ripple for years.”
So, it’s wise to investigate the latest tech, and
invest in the areas that make sense for media.
The more news media learn about tech, the more

they can experiment with it, try it out or use it.
Because, if newspapers don’t investigate or participate, they are at risk of being left behind. According to Amy Webb, CEO of the Future Today
Institute for Nieman Reports, news publishers
should participate in this area, “rather than become consumed by it,” she said.
Here we take a look at some of the key tech developments that publishers should be watching:
1. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND AUTOMATION
2. BLOCKCHAIN
3. CHATBOTS
4. PROGRESSIVE WEB APPS
5. VOICE
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND AUTOMATION
Artificial intelligence, or AI, refers the development of algorithms with ‘intelligence’: they are
able to perform complex tasks, with the most ‘intelligent’ able to learn from experience and improve their offering over time. According to Fast
Company editor Robert Safian, AI is poised to "affect not only the businesses but also the everyday
lives of people around the world."
According to the Reuters Institute Digital Leaders survey of news publishers, 35 per cent of
the news industry is already using some kind of
artificial intelligence. AI has been used in news
companies across departments, from advertis-

ing, sales and marketing, to reader acquisition,
and editorial.
AI is being used as a distribution tool, allowing
algorithms to select stories for users. For example,
with funding from a Google grant, The Times
and The Sunday Times are developing a recommendation tool internally known as James, "an
AI digital butler," that learns reader preferences
and habits, delivering content in their preferred
format and at their preferred time, according to
Press Gazette.
AI can “help reporters find and tell stories that
were previously out of reach or impractical,” sug-

"BLOCKCHAIN
TECHNOLOGY CAN
CREATE BOTH CHAINS OF
AUTHENTICITY AND A LEVEL
OF SECURITY"
Emily Bell
Director, Tow Center for Digital Journalism at
Columbia Journalism
gested a report published in September 2017 by
the Tow Center and the Brown Institute for Media
Innovation.
The Washington Post saw potential for an AI
system that could generate explanatory, insightful
articles. Heliograf debuted last year, to generate
stories with the help of editor-created story templates. UK news agency Press Association (PA),
partnered with Urbs Media to create 30,000 localized news reports every month, according to
a recent story in Forbes. The project is known as
RADAR (Reporters and Data and Robots).
The Associated Press began using algorithms to
produce thousands of automated earnings reports
in 2014, “and estimates that doing so has freed
up 20 per cent of journalists’ time,” according
to an AP Insights report by Francesco Marconi,
formerly strategy manager and AI co-lead at The
Associated Press (now R&D Chief at The Wall
Street Journal). “Greater speed, accuracy, scale and
diversity of coverage are just some of the results
media organizations are already seeing,” he wrote.
This point is especially valid given the large
amount of information and data that journalists
are presented with on a daily basis. “(AI) can
enable journalists to analyse data; identify patterns, trends and actionable insights from multiple sources; see things that the naked eye can’t
see; turn data and spoken words into text; text
into audio and video; understand sentiment; analyse scenes for objects, faces, text or colors - and
more,” Marconi wrote.

using machines to write stories than in using
machines to mine data, find insights, and present
them to journalists."
BLOCKCHAIN
Blockchain is a decentralized, digital ledger in
which transactions made in cryptocurrency are
recorded. It offers a way to verify transactions
without the need of a central authority, like a
bank. It is immutable and nearly impossibly to
corrupt. It is global technology that millions of
computers (nodes) have access to, and thus, is
public by default.
"Blockchain technology can create both chains
of authenticity and a level of security," Emily Bell,
director of the Tow Center for Digital Journalism
at Columbia Journalism told Nicky Woolf, a writer
for the Guardian on Medium. "Journalism in a
highly distributed world, particularly where it
is increasingly relying on third-party technology,
is in need of solutions to those two problems."
Blockchain's use for the news media industry
could be two or three-fold:
1. impact on distribution of content, connecting
users and producers in a decentralized and secure way,
2. monetising content and creation of new revenue streams,
3. no deletion of archives or third-party censorship as blockchain is near impossible to tamper with.
In terms of creating revenue streams for journalistic institutions, Blockchain could offer a micropayment solution to solve the industry's current economic hurdles. For example, at Civil's core
is the idea of peer-to-peer transactions. Civil, a
blockchain-based journalism marketplace, which
recently secured $5 million in funding from Ethereum studio ConcenSys, aims to use blockchain
"to build decentralized marketplaces for readers

In March 2018, Reuters announced it was developing an in-house tool called Lynx Insight, to
aid its journalists "by identifying trends, anomalies, key facts and suggesting new stories reporters should write," wrote Chief Operating Officer
Reginald Chua on the Reuters website. "Through
Lynx Insights, we're placing a bet that the future
of automation in the newsroom is less around
INNOVATION IN NEWS MEDIA 2018
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CHATBOTS
Conversation is now a key digital interface. Chatbots allow users to ask for news, weather, or to
purchase flowers. “Margot” the Lidl chatbot dishes out wine tips, while “Hazel” the HGTV chatbot inspires its users with trending design ideas.
They can pay parking tickets or send dinner ideas,
and there's even a chatbot that will talk to your
friends for you: called Reply, the bot will take the
hassle out of socializing by reading your social
media messages and suggesting automatic replies based on your normal chatting habits, according to TechRadar.
According to eMarketer, one quarter of the
world’s population is expected to use messenger apps like WeChat, WhatsApp, Messenger, Kik,
Telegram and Line by 2019. “Over 2.5 billion
people have at least one messaging app installed,
with Facebook Messenger and WhatsApp, leading the pack,” according to a recent article in
The Economist.
By 2020, a customer will be able to solve 85 per
cent of his or her problems with a business without ever talking to a human being on the other
side, according to Gartner Research predictions.

PUBLIQ uses blockchain to allow writers to share their work and get paid in a way that allows them
to be more fairly rewarded, the application's site says

and journalists to work together to fund coverage of topics that interest them," according to
Niemanlab's Ricardo Bilton.
Speaking at the Digital Innovator's Summit in
March, Civil co-founder Daniel Sieberg outlined
that his startup is aiming to create a direct relationship between newsrooms and audiences.
"We think that there are aspects of blockchain
that can really help to change the equation between journalists and audience, opening up trust
and transparency in a way that we haven't seen
before," he said.
In 2017, Swiss-based blockchain content distribution platform DECENT launched PUBLIQ,
a third-party application that allows writers to
share their work and get paid. Writers build their
reputation based on feedback from readers who
purchase content and get paid based on their
PUBLIQ reputation score. "This unique evaluation system will allow authors to be more fairly

rewarded, as well as praised or celebrated for
their good work," according to the site.
Blockchain-based entities could also provide
space spaces for journalists to fight censorship
and retain archives. As blockchain is public, no
government or third-party could alter a block
without notice. At a time when archives of news
sites can disappear on a billionaire's whim (see
Gawker, DNAinfo, Gothamist), archives of digital
material could be stored in the blockchain itself.
However, blockchain is still a very new technology. One of the biggest challenges of using
blockchain for journalistic purposes and endeavours is its lack of adoption. Blockchain relies on
a network of participating computers and nodes,
and if no one participates, it won't work, notes
Guardian writer Nicky Woolf on Medium.
We believe it is a technology to watch beyond
2018.
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Media companies all over the world, including
the Washington Post, the Guardian and the Texas
Tribune, have experimented with chatbots over
the last year.

85%

OF A CUSTOMER'S
PROBLEMS WITH A
BUSINESS WILL BE
SOLVABLE WITHOUT
TALKING TO A HUMAN
BEING ON THE OTHER SIDE
BY 2020, ACCORDING TO
GARTNER
In Australia, the Australian Broadcasting Corporation launched a Facebook Messenger bot in
2016, created in partnership with Chatfuel. The
bot sent users daily headlines and alerts. In the
first month of operation, the news chatbot had
more than 70,000 subscribers, Deputy Editor
(Mobile) Lincoln Archer told Backstory. “The best
feedback we’ve had is from people who’ve found
us not just cool or clever but useful,” he said.
“We’ve saved them time, got them up to speed
fast, or given them something to talk about.”
Chatbots also featured prominently in elections
in 2017. Last March, The Texas Tribune developed a chatbot for Facebook Messenger in partnership with Andrew Haeg at GroundSource. The
bot, called Paige, delivered news to users about
the Texas legislative session and was intended
to reach new audiences. “Paige’s goal is to make
Texas politics easier to follow, but she’s not just
another mobile notification service,” wrote chief
audience officer Amanda Zamora in an article introducing the new feature. The bot was intended
to reach new audiences and get feedback from
its existing audience.
Chatbots hope to engage audiences in conversation and nudge them along to subscription or
purchase. “Like more early stage tech, chatbots
are a solution in search of a problem,” wrote Andrew Haeg, on the Reynolds Journalism Institute
blog. “Over time, bots might help newsrooms
super-engage with a smaller, more devoted audience instead of engaging a large audience in a
series of one-off dopamine hits.”
But, before all news publishers join the chatbot bandwagon, there are some questions they
ought to ask themselves: what services will the
bot provide? How will the bot fit the personality and tone of their newsbrand? How will the
chatbot be monetized?
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Amazon's Alexa, Microsoft's Cortana, Google's
Home and Assistant and Apple's HomePod. People can get recipes, stock quotes, pizza, podcasts,
or listen to news on voice platforms.
Demand for voice devices is expected to generate $3.5 billion by 2021, and brands that leverage
voice platforms “will see rapid growth in digital
commerce revenue,” according to Gartner’s top
2018 predictions.

FAST 53% of users will abandon a site if it takes longer than 3

RELIABLE When launched from the user’s home screen,

seconds to load! And once loaded, users expect them to be fast—
no janky scrolling or slow-to-respond interfaces. .

service workers enable a Progressive Web App to load instantly,
regardless of the network state

PROGRESSIVE WEB APPS
The native app boom is over and the progressive
web app (PWA) is on the rise. Web apps look likely to become the new way of interacting with audiences, because they're fast, responsive, and far
less expensive than creating an app.
Progressive web apps don’t have to be downloaded, are easy to use, safe, and work on any
device. They act and feel like native mobile apps,
offering immersive, fullscreen experiences. Yet,
PWAs are websites that can also work offline - because they’re built using service workers - bits of
Javascript that run in the background of a browser
that act as proxy servers, caching data and content
and providing access when users have low or no
connectivity. The Financial Times, for example,
has a PWA at app.ft.com, which can be saved
on a user's device home screen and allows for
offline reading.
As far as mobile experiences go, progressive
web apps offer a smoother and more robust experience than mobile browsers, and offer additional
features like push notifications. And, as users
access more and more content on their mobile
devices, speed is seen as not only a differentiator
in the market, but also essential for good user
experience. Wired, for example, launched a PWA
in October 2017 to boost page speed, according
to Condé Nast.
The Washington Post’s PWA is found at washingtonpost.com/pwa, functions like a native
mobile app and loads mobile pages in under a
second. “Readers want instant load times, and

the combination of Google’s AMP and Progressive
Web App technologies allows us to offer a gamechanging experience for the mobile web,” said
Shailesh Prakash, Chief Product and Technology
Officer for The Post.

"The Smart Audio Report," recently published
by National Public Radio and Edison Research,
found that top activities for voice-enabled smart
speakers included listening to and playing music,
asking questions, getting the weather, listening
to radio or getting the news.
For news publishers, voice platforms introduce yet another distribution channel to produce
specifically-designed content for.

VOICE
When was the last time you began a command or
a question with the words, “OK, Google,” “Hey,
Siri,” or “Alexa?”
Adoption of voice devices has been steadily
increasing. Amazon sold more than 20 million
voice-enabled devices in 2017, and according to
Google’s Keyword blog, the company sold more
than 6.8 million Home speakers over the 2017
holiday season alone. And, voice-enabled devices
aren't limited to the West, as there multiple voiceactivated personal assistants produced by Chinese
companies Tencent, Baidu and Alibaba.
According to eMarketer, voice searches will
make up 50 per cent of all searches globally by
2020. Voice-activated personal assistants include

ACCORDING TO
EMARKETER, VOICE
SEARCHES WILL MAKE
UP 50 PER CENT OF ALL
SEARCHES GLOBALLY
BY 2020.
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Apple Homepod

"Don’t think of voice as a platform – think of
it as just the latest content command and control system. From keyboard, to mouse, to touch
screen, to voice interface -- just one more way for
your audience to activate your content," wrote
media veteran Peter Preston for Publishing Executive.
For early adopters, the idea behind jumping
on the voice bandwagon was about brand recognition, building habits with users and building
new audiences. After all, speaking is intuitive and
voice platforms are beginning to change behaviours and form habits.
Most major media companies have experimented with voice platforms, expanding the list of
places and spaces to connect with their audiences. News publishers can develop skills - the
name given to a function or app for Alexa - or
actions - the name given to a function or app for
Google Assistant.
Companies that have developed skills for Alexa
include NPR, The Washington Post, and Harvard
Business Review. Users can ask Alexa for a Wall
Street Journal news summary, catch up with The
Economist's Espresso, or get flash briefings from
BBC News, NPR, CNN, Tech Crunch, ABC News,
CNBC, from Canada’s The Globe and Mail, or The
New York Times, among others.
The Guardian launched a skill for Alexa in
2016, allowing users to ask the Guardian for
headlines, the latest football scores, or film, book,
music and restaurant reviews. “And you can also
listen to our popular weekly podcasts. We cover a
wide range of interests - Politics Weekly, Science
Weekly, Football Weekly or Close Encounters,”
wrote Chris Wilk, group product manager at The
Guardian.

Amazon Echo
NEW TECH ON THE HORIZON
Other tech advances that might be of interest
to news publishers include the growing array of
smart devices, from wearable items to appliances
such as refrigerators. The potential for news providers, however, is not yet clear.

Google Home

For now, focusing on the conversational slant
of chatbots and voice, the efficiencies offered by
AI and on providing the best experience across
platforms with a progressive web app is a good
place to start.
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CREATIVITY
IN PRINT

THE NEW PRINT:
CREATIVITY
IN NEWSPAPERS
Print is not dead. Print is alive! This is a portfolio of some of the impressive ideas, projects, publications and people re-inventing
the print media world.

KIOSKS

A LONDON PRINT SALOON
MagCulture, originally a blog about magazines by the art director Jeremy Leslie, opened as a shop, in Clerkenwell,
London, in December 2015. The crisp white 400-square-foot space celebrates the best magazines, with an
ever-changing stock of more than 400 titles from across the world, and a passion for indie mags like Pit (about
‘food and fire’), Hotdog (‘delightfully unprofessional’, and dedicated to poetry), Racquet (celebrating the ‘art,
ideas, style and culture that surround tennis’), Riposte (‘a smart magazine for women’) and Slightly Foxed
(reviews of old books). It’s a paradise for browsing but also a place to settle down and read in a comfortable
chair. Great design and content presented in fantastic formats – pure print nirvana. Leslie also runs a conference,
The Modern Magazine, which celebrates indie mags and takes place in London in November.
More at www.magculture.com
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CREATIVITY
IN PRINT

TECHNOLOGY

A PRNT MAGAZINE COVERING
THE DIGITAL REVOLUTION
Offscreen is a one-man publication launched by Kai Brach (a former web designer
converted to print), published in Melbourne and printed in Berlin. A unique magazine that
“celebrates the human side of technology and the web. As a slow, thoughtful counterbalance to the fast-paced, buzzword-heavy tech coverage, our magazine and newsletter
explore innovative ideas through introspective writing and human stories. We ask critical
questions about how we shape technology and how technology shapes us”.
Their vision is bold: “As the name suggests, Offscreen is a magazine that explores what
happens off the screen, outside the digital realm. We encourage you to put down your device,
grab a cup of coffee, and enjoy a high-quality read the old-fashioned way. Reading it offline, in
a distraction-free environment, allows us to step away from the fast-paced world of bits and
pixels to reflect on our role within the web community and the impact we can have.”
More at: www.offscreenmag.com
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DESIGN THAT
LISTENS

INNOVATION MEDIA
CONSULTING LISTENS
CAREFULLY TO ITS
CLIENTS SO RESULTS
CAN FOLLOW
Page 3
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FROM
LINOTYPE TO
THE iMAC

KHALED
ALMAEENA

‘THE NEWSPAPER’S
ROLE WAS TO GIVE
HOPE TO THE
PEOPLE,’ SAYS
EX-EDITOR
OF 25 YEARS
Page 5

POLLS FOR
THOUGHT
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ARAB NEWS’ LONGESTSERVING EMPLOYEE
LOOKS BACK ON
HIS 40 YEARS AT
THE PAPER

ARAB NEWS-YOUGOV
DEAL THROWS LIGHT
ON PUBLIC OPINION IN
A REGION WHERE SUCH
INFORMATION
IS SCARCE

Page 6
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Radar
TheRegister

KSA
ThiNgs TO

the pictures that

Today’s
Number

Since 1975

Fuad Masum

FUAD MASUM

‘Never forget the
sovereignty of Iraq’
PRESIDENT OF IRAQ

guests of the Custodian of the Two
Holy Mosques Program for Umrah
have left for their countries after
performing the ritual and visiting
the Prophet’s Mosque in Madinah.

www.arabnews.com

FaceOf...

Jeddah

LCMA

S P E C I A L S O U V E N I R E D I T I ON

An event will be organized where
comedians will gather to present hilarious standup performances. The
program will take place at the Saudi
Arabian Society for Culture and Arts
on April 17 from 9 to 10 p.m.

The Voice of a
Changing Region

EDITORIAL

THE FUTURE

#WhatChanged
Jeddah

Diabetes workshop

C

This newspaper relaunches
today with a new design,
and a new approach to stories
that is better suited to
the Internet age

Changing with the times

So how is the Arab News you’re now
reading different from the one that
has existed for the past 43 years?
What are the changes, and why were
they necessary?
Just as the pace of life has changed
since 1975, so must the pace of a
newspaper. It is no longer enough
for a media publication to tell its
readers what happened yesterday. In
1975, they might not have known; in
2018, constantly bombarded with information from sources that did not
exist 43 years ago, they almost certainly do. Thus, they want more than
the news; they want to know what it
means, why it happened, what are

he 14th Taif Rose Festival that was
held at Al-Radf Park and organized
by the Taif Chamber of Commerce
and Industry ended on Saturday,
amid a large turnout of visitors on the last
two days.
The festival’s head of the media committee
Mohammed Saeed Al-Zahrani said the event
included a number of contests and programs
targeting all segments of society.

TheVisualization

FAISAL J. ABBAS

Ross Anderson Dubai

Since 1975, Arab News has been
the voice of the Arab world and the
newspaper of record for Saudi Arabia and the wider region. As this region changes, and as the Arab world
faces new challenges and new political, social and economic realities, so
must that voice change. And so must
Arab News — as you can see from
these pages, published to mark the
relaunch of the newspaper.
The world in which we now live is
unrecognizable from 43 years ago.
Empowered in unprecedented ways,
we connect to that world through
the Internet, and we connect to each
other via social media; through the
power of the web, we have instant
access to everything that has ever
been known. It is, literally, a world of
information.
What’s missing? In a word — trust.
The concept of “fake news” has attained much prominence recently,
but in truth it is nothing new. In this
region especially, too often a “journalist” is merely someone with an
opinion, a keyboard and a platform,
and too often that opinion has no
basis in fact. Arab News has never
provided such a platform, and never
will. We report news you can believe, and we always will.

A large number of citizens and expats visited the Taif Rose Festival, which was organized by the Taif Chamber of Commerce and Industry. SPA

T

A workshop will be conducted to
focus on managing diabetes and its
complications on Thursday. It will
also include ways to manage different types of diabetes and how to use
injections. The event will take place
at Abdul Latif Jameel Hospital from
9 a.m. to 2 p.m.

the consequences, and how it will affect their lives.
Arab News is committed to supplying that information; we no longer
simply publish the news, we supplement it with the contextual analysis
that readers need to make sense of it.
Not only has the design of the newspaper been radically changed — you
will also see elegant graphics and
background facts giving richness to
our stories.

News in the Internet age

Another major change in all our lives
since 1975 is time — or rather, the lack
of it. We all lead busy lives, and often
have less time than we would like
to absorb the news. Arab News has
changed to reflect that. Many of our

HIGHLIGHTS
Arab News, which was first
published in 1975, relaunches
today
New design includes speed reads,
infographics and more context
Newspaper to tell the story of
a rapidly changing Arab world

major stories now come in two forms;
a full version, and a “speed read” that
can be more easily digested. They are
also accompanied by panels of instant
facts and statistics that can be quickly
and easily understood.
While our focus is on explaining
this region to the world, and explain-

ing the world to this region, we will
never forget where our home is.
Saudi Arabia has embarked on an unprecedented program of social and
economic reform that has caught the
attention of the world.
It is said that when Saudi Arabia
sneezes, the rest of the Arab world
catches pneumonia. Equally, when
Saudi Arabia changes, and it is doing
so at lightning speed, those changes
will have profound consequences
far beyond its borders. Arab News
has been at the forefront of reporting
this transformation, and will continue to be so.
Arab News. It’s Arab. And it’s news.
What could be clearer than that?

Arab News has
been at the
forefront of
reporting the
social reforms
underway in
Saudi Arabia.
Reuters

Ross Anderson is Arab News Dubai Bureau Chief

EDITOR- IN - CHIEF

Alkhobar

Breeze Carnival

YELLOW LINE: 29.6km
King Khaled International
Airport Road

An entertainment event will be held
to display acrobatics, magic tricks,
card games and circus acts. The
three-day carnival will kick off at
Prince Saud bin Jalawi Stadium on
Wednesday, from 4 to 11 p.m.

GREEN LINE:
12.6km
King Abdul Aziz Road
Excavation of deep underground
tunnel (25-40m) extended to 12.9km

Mahad Mohamed Jeddah

The revamped Arab News
website is key to the
newspaper’s relaunch as
part of its ‘more digital, more
global’ strategy
Reports of the imminent death of
print may have been somewhat exaggerated — but there is no question that digital publishing is now
at the core of most modern news
organizations.

nologies and mediums may change,
the fundamentals remain. Readers
want content that means something
to them. They want stories that are
told well and add something to their
lives. This aspect of the industry will
never change.
The paper’s website has also developed over the years, with new features and sections seeking to give a
broader choice to readers. Traditionally, news stories would be published
on the site after a laborious process
to make them print-ready.

9m

Tunnelling on route
No tunnelling on route

SCCS

Tunnelling under
Riyadh as building
the new Metro
continues

The 9th Annual International
Conference of the Saudi Critical
Care Society (SCCS) will showcase
the latest studies and findings in the
field of critical care medicine. It also
aims to enhance the understanding
of pathophysiology. The event will
take place at King Faisal Specialist
Hospital and Research Center from
April 17 to 19, from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.

TheRegion

ORANGE LINE: 40.7km
Al Madinah Al Munawara, Prince
Saad bin Abdul Rahman Al Awal Road
Excavation of a deep tunnel (25-40m)
in central Riyadh covering 9.4km

31

BLUE LINE: 38km
Olaya – Batha’a
Including the excavation of a deep
tunnel (25-40m) on Al Olaya and
King Faisal Road extended to 17.3km

Underground
stations excavated
from a total of 85 stations

Source: Riyadh Metro

Arab News London

Andrew Brunson, a US pastor held for
more than a year in Turkey, goes on
trial on Monday on charges of aiding
terror groups in a case that has raised
tensions between Washington and
Ankara.
Washington has stepped up efforts recently to secure the release
of Brunson, who faces 35 years in
prison and is also accused of trying

The Middle East Roundup

7

Tunnel boring machine
are deployed across the
construction project

Height of tunnel
boring machine

Riyadh

20

to convert Turks to Christianity. His
case has become a cause celebre for
Christian activists, the Wall Street
Journal reported.
US lawmakers have been considering measures to bar Turkish officials
linked to Brunson’s detention from
entering the US. However, Donald
Trump, US president, has raised the
issue directly with Recep Tayyip
Erdogan, Turkish president.
Also, Rex Tillerson, former secre-

tary of state, told Erdogan in February that US prosecutors had dropped
charges against most members of his
security detail who had been accused
on playing a role in beating protesters
last year, the Wall Street Journal said.
Brunson, 60, spent more than two
decades running a small church in
Turkey before he was detained in
October 2016 and accused of supporting Fethullah Gulen, a Turkish cleric
based in the US.
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South Korean singer BoA (Kwon
Bo-ah) is one of dozens of K-pop
stars performing as part of the SM
Town World Tour in Dubai on Friday. Here, BoA talks us through
six pop tracks she loves.

Michael Jackson

‘Billie Jean’

I started
dreaming
of becoming
a singer after
seeing Michael
Jackson in the
“Billie Jean” video.
The mix of fantastic choreography
and amazing music made such a
huge impact on the music industry.
I believe this song inspired a lot of
artists, all around the world, to dream
of being a singer.

‘Rhythm Nation’
She’s truly such a
fascinating female
artist — the way
she dominates
the stage. And her
shows are so well
put together, with
the design and the dancers. What I
loved most about “Rhythm Nation”
were the uniforms and the perfect
group choreography.

I’m sure Madonna
has been a huge
influence for many
female artists. Her
live shows always
make a massive
impact; the sets are
amazing, and she’s always trying new
things on stage. This song impressed
me with its power and addictive beat.
She’s collaborated with many amazing
artists — it’s something I dream of:
to have a fantastic collaboration with
someone like her.

Alodia pulled out all the stops for her
GoGo Tomago costume.
Arab News Dubai

The Middle East Film and
Comic Con (MEFCC) kicks
off today and a colorful
array of Hollywood stars
and international cosplay
aficionados have touched
down in Dubai for the funfilled event.

Britney Spears

‘…Baby One More Time’
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One of those wonderfully vibrant
stars is Filipina cosplayer, model
and TV presenter Alodia Almira Arraiza Gosiengfiao, who is
known around the world for
her larger-than–life costumes.
She is a leading figure in the
world of cosplay, a hybrid of the
words costume and play. The hobby sees fans wear costumes and
fashion accessories to represent a
specific character from a TV show,
comic or manga series.
The 30-year-old cosplay star,
who is also a co-host on ABS-CBN’s
prank TV show “Laugh Out Loud,”
is set to meet fans on Friday and
Saturday in the Artists’ Alley section of the event — a dedicated area

I was preparing
my debut when
this track came
out, and it was
such a refreshing
hit. Her energetic
performance
and amazing stage presence taught
me a lot about what it takes to be a
successful singer.

Justin Bieber

‘Boyfriend’
He was so young
when he started
out, but he made
music, like
“Boyfriend,” with
his own unique
color and style,
which is amazing. His songs are
always on-trend, but show off his
personality and thoughts. I always
look forward to Justin Bieber’s
new music.

Bruno Mars

‘Finesse’

Arab News, the oldest English newspaper in the Arab world, has changed in a big way. INNOVATION´s Vasco
Ferreira produced these dramatic pages that are wrapped in a green front and back page. Preserving the national
colour makes sense when trying to present a transformed Saudi news brand to the world. A reinvention of a news
medium must be content-driven, rather than design-driven. At the Arab News, the result of this content-driven
redesign shows. This today is a thoroughly modern news brand — comparable in content, look and feel to leading
global media brands. The new print and digital responsive design reflects Arab News’ print legacy projecting
modernity and change, and its pages and screens offer readers a fresh new look at the Arab world with a new kind
of journalism firmly grounded on a desire to give insight, information and inspiration. For anyone who needs to or
wants to understand this region, Arab News is now indubitably a modern, elegant and substantial “must read.”
More at: www.arabnews.com
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Dammam
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When the trend
was to make
futuristic music,
this throwback to
the ’80s’ and ’90s’
new-jack-swing
style sounded very
fresh. I used to
listen to this style a lot. I was so happy
to hear it again.

Kuwaiti blogger Ascia has
partnered with regional label
Haa Designs on an exclusive
collection for Ramadan

CLOSe Up

Madonna

IF THERE ARE PINK PAPERS,
WHY NOT GREEN ONES?

April 16

Cosplay
star swoops
in for
Comic Con

BoA: Songs that
inspired me

‘4 Minutes’

COLOUR

Federica
Mogherini

ederica Mogherini has been
the top representative of the
EU for foreign affairs and
security policy, and vice
president of the EU Commission
since November 2014.
She was invited to address the
opening of the 29th Arab Summit in
Dhahran on Sunday, where she underlined the importance of the need
for a political solution to the Syrian
crisis under UN auspices, and of the
principle of a two-state solution to
the Palestinian-Israeli conflict.
Born on June 16, 1973 in Rome,
Mogherini is the daughter of the
film director and set designer Flavio
Mogherini. She graduated from
Sapienza University in Rome, where
she studied political science, specializing in political philosophy. Her final
dissertation was titled “The relationship between religion and politics in
Islam.” She is married and has two
children.
Before her current position, she
was Italy’s minister of foreign affairs
and international cooperation in
2014, head of the Italian delegation
to the NATO parliamentary assembly between 2013 and 2014, and a
member of the Italian Parliament
between 2008 and 2014. Her current
responsibilities in the EU include
leading the project team “Europe in
the World,” representing the EU at
international forums such as the UN,
chairing the Commission’s Group on
External Action to deliver a common
approach for EU action on the world
stage, regularly reporting back to
the Commission’s president about
geopolitical developments, and
coordinating the work of all commissioners in charge of external relations
portfolios.
During a speech in 2015, Mogherini
said that Islam is part of Europe’s history and future.
She said: “Islam holds a place in our
Western societies. Islam belongs in
Europe. It holds a place in Europe’s
history, in our culture, in our food
and — what matters most — in Europe’s present and future. Like it or
not, this is the reality.”

Prayer Times in Saudi Arabia

&Finally

Janet Jackson
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TheSix
since the first Arab News website
launched at the turn of the century.
Back then, news outlets were desperately trying to understand how
the Internet would impact the industry. Publications worldwide saw
readers cancel their print subscriptions and opt for free online news
sources, forcing many of them out
of business.
At Arab News, we now know clearly that failure to adapt to the everchanging digital landscape means
harsh consequences. Though tech-

RED LINE: 25.3km
King Abdullah Road
PURPLE LINE: 30km
Abdul Rahman bin Aouf Road,
Sheikh Hassan bin
Hussain bin Ali Road

DIGITAL FIRST

They began to put in place procedures for this new operation, and on
April 20, 1975 they carried bundles
of their new paper, sold them to the
public and distributed them to supermarkets, grocery outlets and corner stores. Arab News was born.
Today, Arab News is no longer just
eight pages or solely focused on covering Saudi Arabia. It has numerous
bureaus and staff worldwide, and
with its 24-hour digital operation
it has a loyal following locally and
internationally. Much has changed

A different take on today’s stories

Length of tunnels
under construction
from a total
of 176km

Twitter: @FaisalJAbbas

A future beyond print
of the globe, seconds after a mouse
click from an editor. Back in 1975, in a
small garage in Jeddah on Saudi Arabia’s west coast, two brothers worked
relentlessly to get their new business
venture off the ground: An Englishlanguage newspaper.
Some time before, brothers Hisham and Muhammad Hafiz, amid a
multitude of pilgrims from across
the globe on a pilgrimage to Makkah,
realized that a publication in English
for these international visitors was
an exciting media opportunity.

ducing essential oils commercially,” “barcode
base and its applications for beginners” and
“barcode base and its applications for professionals,” that were held at the headquarters
of the Chamber, in the context of the festival’s economic course.
He added that many cultural shows, plays
and folklore shows were held at Al-Radf Park
under the supervision of the Taif Cultural
and Arts Society.

39km

onfusion, lack of confidence and irrational
decisions are usually symptoms of a midlife
crisis. And a newspaper celebrating a
redesign or a relaunch has long been a
thing of the past, suitable only for history
books and museums. However, as Arab News turns 43
this month, the future could not be any brighter for the
Middle East’s leading English-language daily.
From today, you will notice an enhanced design and a
much friendlier user experience — and that is by no means
all we are announcing. Change is the only constant, and
no one understands that better than we do at Arab News;
having reported on regional developments since 1975,
we have seen leaders rise and fall, wars begin and end,
revolutions, economic booms, crises and much more.
All large, successful companies understand the need
to keep changing to remain relevant. This is why today
we are announcing not only a facelift, but a vision — a
masterplan we call Arab News 2020. My mandate upon
assuming the editorship of this newspaper in September
2016 was to make it “more global, more digital.” Thus, part
of our 2020 vision is to become the No. 1 digital source for
regional news and views.
Obviously, such an ambitious goal is much easier to set
than to achieve. However, we are halfway there already,
thanks to the enormous efforts of my colleagues, both old
and new. In less than a year and a half, our web traffic has
surged by over 50 percent and Arab News has become
the most quoted source about the region in international
media outlets such as the BBC and The New York Times.
Crucial to this is the fact that we are the main Englishlanguage daily published in one of the most interesting
places on the planet at the moment: Saudi Arabia. It is rare
to be the newspaper of record in a country undergoing
such massive, rapid reforms. What is happening in the
Kingdom, from curbing the powers of the religious police
to allowing women to drive, is no less significant than the
fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989 — and we are delighted to be
able to report this story at first hand.
That all eyes are upon us is not something we take
lightly. In fact, we consider it a major responsibility, which
is why our “relaunch” focuses too on offering added value
to our growing base of readers. Over the past year and a
half we have established bureaus in London, Dubai and
Southeast Asia, and launched our first international digital
edition in Pakistan (www.arabnews.pk).
In the pipeline are more international bureaus, such as
our forthcoming hub in Washington, and more countryspecific editions will be announced this year.
Of course, while we will always continue to live by
our motto of being only as good as our last story, we at
Arab News are excited more than ever to be the voice
of a changing region. And with so many changes and
enhancements, our paper-turned-digital platform is living
proof that life actually begins after 40!

Kwon Bo-ah.

Arab News is today relaunching in both print and online, but it
is the latter that forms the thrust of
the newspaper’s strategy to reach
new readers.
The “more digital, more global”
drive has seen this newspaper invest heavily in its digital operations,
with editing hubs in Jeddah, London
and Dubai.
The founders of Arab News could
scarcely have imagined that one day
the words of their beloved newspaper would be read on the other side

He thanked Taif acting Gov. Saad AlMaimouni for his support and encouragement for all events and activities in the
province, expressing his appreciation to all
the efforts exerted by governmental and
non-governmental bodies and all Taif rose
exhibitors who contributed directly to the
festival’s success.
Al-Zahrani said the festival implemented a
number of training sessions, including “pro-

Alodia dressed
as manga
character Irene.

T H R O W B A C K T H U R S D AY

‘West Beirut’
Rob Garratt London

This year has proved one of monumental milestones for Ziad Doueiri.
In March, the controversial Lebanese
filmmaker made history as the first
director to represent his country at
the Academy Awards, with fourth picture “The Insult” (nominated for Best
Foreign Language Film). Now, May
marks the 20th anniversary of Doueiri’s game-changing debut “West Beirut,” which won the François Chalais
Award at the 1998 Cannes Film Festival and was soon after hailed as the
first Arabic-language film to enjoy a

worldwide release. If Middle Eastern
filmmaking has enjoyed a creative
renaissance in the 21st century, then
“West Beirut” helped pave the way.
With sad inevitability, it was the
subject of war which unlocked international cinema screens. But while
Doueiri cut his teeth serving on first assistant camera
for “Reservoir Dogs” and
“Pulp Fiction,” there is none
of Quentin Tarantino’s sensationalist gore in his autobiographical Lebanese Civil
War drama.
Despite reservations, the
director’s younger brother
Rami Doueiri was cast as the film’s
Truffaut-esque Tarek, a goofy, antiauthoritarian, middle-class teenager
whom we first encounter disrupting
the French national anthem in the

schoolyard. Following the catastrophic bus massacre of April 1975 — viscerally evoked to a soundtrack of legendary Lebanese diva Fayrouz — the city
is carved in two. Military checkpoints
prevent Tarek from ever again making the journey from his home in
Muslim West Beirut to that
snobby, post-colonial school
in the Christian East.
For Tarek and friend Omar
(Mohamad Chamas), it’s initially a lark: these hormonecharged, flare-wearing teens
use the free time to dig for
disco LPs, spy on girls, eat
falafel, shoot Super 8 films
and befriend a sultry Christian neighbor (Rola Al-Amin), while gunshots,
snipers and underground shelters
punctuate life after dark.
Politics are never far from the frame

where regional and international
comic and manga artists showcase
their latest creations for sale.
Alodia spoke exclusively to Arab
News before the event kicked off
and revealed some of her all-time
favorite movies, comics and anime
characters.
The famous Filipina chose Hollywood flick “How to Train Your
Dragon” as one of her top movies, because she “(loves) dragons
and (wishes) they were real.” She
also gave a nod of approval to the
world’s 10th-highest-grossing film
of all time, Disney’s “Frozen,” due
to the “magical female lead and story about sisters.”
However, the top spot in her
list of six favorite films went
to director James Cameron’s epic 2009 blockbuster “Avatar,” which Alodia
praised for its storyline and
cinematography.
Turning to video games and the
much-loved cosplayer named her
go-to choice as PlayerUnknown’s
Battlegrounds, a multiplayer online
battle game.
“(It is) the first survival game I’ve
ever tried and you don’t need to be
a good shooter to win the game,”
she said, explaining why she is such
a huge fan of the high-adrenaline
game.
Coming in second and third
place respectively are DOTA 2, a
multiplayer online battle arena
video game, and Final Fantasy 10,
because, according to Alodia, “its
story is very engaging and the characters are very unique.”
But what about her favorite anime characters? Since bringing
these animations to life is Alodia’s
bread and butter, this question
could have proved impossible to
answer, but the cosplay celebrity
didn’t miss a beat.
“Misa Amane of (manga series)
Death Note,” she replied — a slightly dark but fascinating choice since
the bubbly character is known for
her desire to aid a mass-murderer
in his bid to cleanse the world of
evil.
Alodia will attend the event along
with actor Ezra Miller who plays
The Flash in the DC Universe.
Miller recently starred in Hollywood film “Justice League” with
Gal Gadot, Ben Affleck, Ray Fisher
and Jason Momoa and previously
starred in the Harry Potter spinoff movie, “Fantastic Beasts And
Where To Find Them.”
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Stabilization is necessary
because the displaced
people must return
to their areas
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Bangladeshi Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina
is among the world leaders attending the
Joint Gulf Shield-1 military drill on Monday.
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Suadad Al-Salhy Baghdad

uad Masum, the
seventh
president
of the Republic of
Iraq, keeps a relatively simple office
set within the grand
surroundings
of
Al-Salam Palace in

Baghdad.
A large Iraqi flag hangs on the woodpanelled wall behind his brown chair,
while to one side is a modest library of
several dozen books and pamphlets.
Perhaps the biggest extravagance is
the plasma-screen TV, which is playing an Arabic news channel with the
volume turned up.
Located near the Tigris, and surrounded by vast green yards decorated with red roses, the palace is one
of the most beautiful — yet fortified —
government sites in the Iraqi capital.
For a man who was once a Communist Party member, before taking
up arms with the Kurdish Peshmerga
fighters in northern Iraq, it is not surprising that his corner of Al-Salam is
so modest.
Masum was born in 1938 near Irbil
in Iraq’s Kurdish region, the son of a
prominent Muslim scholar from a line
of clerics. Masum spent two years in
the Communist Party, but left in 1964
to join the Kurdish Democratic Party.
He worked as a university professor,
teaching philosophy, until 1975 when
he decided to quit. A year later he
helped to found the Patriotic Union
of Kurdistan.
He was appointed prime minister
of the first Kurdish regional government in 1992 when the international
community forced Saddam Hussein
to give the Kurds more autonomy.
After the 2003 US-led invasion,
which toppled Saddam, he was appointed as a member of the National
Assembly, and joined the committee
tasked with drafting the constitution
of Iraq.
He was elected as a member of the
Federal Iraqi Parliament for two terms
in 2005-2009 and in 2010-2014, when
he was the head of the Kurdistan Alliance parliamentary bloc.
Masum became president of Iraq in
July 2014 as Daesh overran large parts
of the north of the country.
Wearing a blue suit, white shirt and
blue tie and appearing serious but not
tense, Masum spoke to Arab News
about the many challenges faced by
his country as it emerges from the ruinous war with Daesh.

What is your assessment
of the internal situation in
Iraq, especially given it has
just emerged from a long
war against Daesh and elections are to be held in the
coming weeks?

The difference of views is natural in
any democratic country in the world
where there are many parties and
coalitions. When there are elections,
there are differences of opinion. Each

one expresses his point of view and
strives to win more votes. Thank God,
the situation is normal now and there
are no fears… Raising fears (about
electoral fraud) now is not in Iraq’s
interests. However, when someone
finds that there is use of illegal means
(aiming to rig the elections), he/she
can raise the matter publicly, and
file a complaint to the federal court
or other courts. Personally, I have no
fears in this regard.

And the problems between
Baghdad and the Kurdistan
region?

With regards to ties between Baghdad and Kurdistan, relations are normal and there is dialogue between the
two sides. A calm and unpublicized

They (Turkey)
continue to have
military presence
in some areas …
And now this threat
to enter Sinjar.

bio
Born Jan.
1, 1938, in a
Kurdish village
near Irbil
Education
Studied law
and Shariah
at Baghdad
University.
Ph.D. in Islamic
philosophy
from Al-Azhar
University
in Cairo.
Career
One of the
founders of
the Patriotic
Union of
Kurdistan in
1976, Kurdish
prime minister
in 1992, Iraq
president in
2014.
Family
Married with
five daughters.

What is your assessment
of the security situation
inside Iraq and do you
think you are qualified to
start the reconstruction
process?

There is a difference between the
reconstruction of Iraq and the
stability of Iraq.
Now the priority is to stabilize Iraq. Work is underway to
achieve this and there are many
countries that have provided
assistance to Iraq to restore
stability.
The (internally) displaced people are the big problem. They
have to go back to their areas,
but reconstruction is another issue that needs huge preparation
and huge (financial) possibilities.
Iraq is currently unable to rebuild
without assistance.
Stabilization is necessary because these displaced people must
return to their areas, to their fields
... Many countries have provided
assistance (for this purpose), but
this aid was too little, not billions, it
was $20 million (SR75 million) here
and $15 million there. The state also
set up assignments for this purpose
and assigned many tasks to different
ministries.
The Iraq reconstruction confer-

Do you worry about this
issue, especially as the
Turkish government is
known for intransigence?
Our fear lies here.

What about Iraq’s relations
with Iran and the Kingdom
of Saudi Arabia?

Erdogan, left, and
Iraqi President Fuad
Masum, right, speak
as they review a
Presidential Palace
in Ankara on April 22,
2015.
AFP
Illustration:
Luis Glrañena Lopez

Lynda Carter as Wonder Woman.

SM TOWN

K-pop comes
to Dubai
Arab News Dubai

On Friday night, the largest Korean
pop (K-pop) show yet in the Middle
East will take place in the UAE, when
the sixth SM Town Live world tour
hits Dubai’s Autism Rocks Arena, with
more than 40 artists performing. Kpop has witnessed a phenomenal rise
in global popularity in recent years,
and Mohammed Khammas, CEO
of show organizers Al Ahli Holding
Group, told Arab News he believes
that’s down to the “incredible variety
of talents within each song or performance.” Everything from the writing
and music to the performance — the
choreography is the same standard as
professional dancing troupes — takes
an incredible amount of talent, time
and dedication, so the artists themselves are certainly multi-talented,
and I think the audience recognizes
that,” Khammas explained.

— “Since when has the West understood the East?” asks Tarek’s lovable
father with weary pathos — but, at its
core, “West Beirut” is a charming, almost-nostalgic, coming-of-age tale, told
with a sharp comedic
edge and a native’s
feel for the thrum of
the streets.
In perhaps the
most telling scene,
the morning after
a violent bout of
nocturnal shelling,
enterprising locals
peddle replacement glass windows.
The message of resilience is clear:
With or without war, people grow up,
grow old, fall in and out of love — the
human tragedy, and joy, of life continues.
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Where do you think
Iraqi-Turkish relations
are heading?

Then we will have our clear and frank
positions and hope that we do not get
to this point.

Recep Tayyip

guard of honor at the

Iraq’s relations with the regional
countries are good, despite some differences with Turkey recently.
We need to have good relations
with all parties, especially those with
which we have common borders, and
then the farther states … But we have
to take into account the sovereignty
of Iraq. The sovereignty of Iraq must
not be forgotten at any moment ...
This sovereignty obliges us not to line
up with a party against any other regional party. This is the basis according to which we have worked.

What if the Turks insist
on their position?

Turkish President

Actress Lynda Carter, who played superhero Wonder Woman in the 1970s,
was honored with a star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame on Tuesday.
“It will be here forever, and maybe
it needs to say Wonder Woman, or
maybe not, we’ll see. Hopefully this
character and I will live on in the
memories of people,” 66-year-old
Carter said.
“There (were) no women in television during my era. So they didn’t really think that we could hold an audience,” she said.
She addressed the #MeToo movement sparked by the Harvey Weinstein sex abuse scandal, which ended
his career and those of numerous other powerful Hollywood figures.
The “#MeToo movement is strong
and I give everything to this generation,” she said. “What my generation
can do is support you. “We’ve been
screaming the same thing but it took
this generation of women to make the
difference.”

How do you view Iraq’s
regional and international
relations?

They came to Bashiqa (without the
permission of the Iraqi government).
During the days of Saddam Hussein
there was an agreement between
them (the Baghdad-Ankara agreement allows Turkish forces to operate 150km inside Iraqi territories)
and this agreement was not
renewed, but they continue to have
a military presence in some areas (in
the north). Helicopters land from time
to time there. And now this threat
to enter Sinjar (to go after the PKK
fighters). The group that was there
(in Sinjar) and associated with the
PKK-opposition to Turkey, decided
to exit from Sinjar, but the threats
are still ongoing. If the PKK leave, no
foreign troops can come and invade a
part of Iraq.

dialogue. They do not announce it,
but there are delegations that go there
and delegations come here. The two
parties need each other, so the region
will not give up on the federal government nor will the federal government give up on the region.

AFp Los Angeles

ence, which was held in Kuwait in
February, was generally good and a
good step, but we cannot sit idly by
and wait for the rest of the countries
to come and rebuild the country ...
Iraq must have a key role in the reconstruction of its regions.
Infrastructure is the hardest hit
(by Daesh and the military operation
against them). Iraq in its current situation is unable to do this task so it is
necessary to look for investors.

We need to have good relations
with Saudi Arabia ... and we have always been interested in working to
strengthen our relations with them.
Our relations with Iran are excellent, as well as our relations now
with Saudi Arabia and other countries … Our relations are strategic and
we must deal with these countries
through our common interests.
In every meeting with any country,
we focus on our interests. It is not in
our interest to engage in a conflict
with Saudi Arabia, Turkey, Iran or any
other country. We are an independent state. Iraq is not a follower to this
party or that, so we have to focus on
our interests. All of these countries
have provided us with assistance and
support in our war against Daesh and
we cannot forget their virtue. They
gave us aid and we accepted it with
all gratitude and we are asking to get
more, but Iraq must remain as Iraq.
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READING

BREADTH, DEPTH, GREAT WRITING
AND LONG-FORM JOURNALISM
The Times Literary Supplement (TLS), founded in 1902 as a supplement to The Times,
became a separate publication in 1914. Since 1996, this weekly paper has been edited by
Stig Abell, a former managing editor of the Sun.
This is a success story: the TLS today has the highest sales for six years, and the paper
has increased annual retail sales by 15.8%. Total circulation is up 27.6% to 32,166.
Digitally, it has grown website traffic by 500% in the last six months, by commissioning
free digital-only material, while improving the experience for its paid-for content. Social
engagement has grown by 1000% over the same period.
And this happening with an editor who is not on Facebook because he feels he does not
have enough friends… but has more and more young readers than ever.
The secret, according to Abell: “In an era of clickbait, fake news and championed antiexpertise, the TLS is proud to be part of a new counter-culture that values breadth and
depth, great writing and long-form journalism. I strongly believe that more and more
readers will turn to carefully-produced, challenging articles on a wide range of subjects,
as something of an antidote to the prevailing madness that seems to surround us. The
TLS is part of a growth industry of intelligent, subscription-based magazines.”
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CAMPAIGNS

TRUST VERSUS FAKE NEWS
The New York Times launched its “The Truth is Hard” campaign during the weekend
of the 2017 Oscars. It was launched just using words, but powerful words: a strong
message to Donald Trump, from the media that he frequently describes as “fake news”.
This was the paper’s first brand campaign in a decade, created by Droga5, Cannes Lion
Independent Agency of the Year.
More at: www.goo.gl/DPSNJ3
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INSERTS

BIGGER PAPER
FOR A LARGER AUDIENCE
Actualidad Económica was a weekly publication that became a monthly and now is a free
supplement inserted in Monday’s edition of El Mundo (Madrid, Spain). The “panini” format led
to a bigger full colour newsprint edition designed by Rodrigo Sánchez. The daily print edition
brings now a larger audience for a magazine brand with almost no paid circulation.
More at: goo.gl/2QeZ86

BREAKING VIEWS

GOOD NEWS
FOR A BRITISH INSTITUTION
The Spectator (London) - the world's oldest weekly magazine that celebrates its 190th
birthday in July - will soon become the first weekly in history to print a 10,000th edition;
a landmark for a publication with a great motto: "Influential. Informative. Inspiring. Infuriating." that offers an explosive mix of conservative/liberal/contrarian 'breaking views.'
UK subscriptions went up 11 per cent last year, the fastest rise in a decade. Digital is
behind the print renaissance: the website brings millions of people to The Spectator and
they can read two articles a week before being invited to subscribe.
More at: www.spectator.co.uk/magazine/
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EDITORIALS

CARTOONS

SPEAKING OUT ON THE COVER

PLANTU, THE “DOYEN” IS 50 YEARS OLD

The Boston Globe decided to cancel its plans for a traditional front page one day and the strong
words of one of the paper’s columnists were dramatically displayed instead. It was the best and
most read content of the day. Ara, a Catalan newspaper in Barcelona, did a similar thing.

Le 1 Hebdo, the French weekly that unfolds into one huge page and whose editor Eric Fottorino is a former
director at Le Monde, devoted a special issue to honoring Plantu, the well known Le Monde and L'Express
cartoonist. Plantu is president of Cartooning for Peace. This is a serious matter and Le 1 produced a
tribute with appropriate gravity.
More at: @plantu and @Le1hebdo
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PRICING

SUPPLEMENTS

PAY ACCORDING TO YOUR SEX

IDEAS, IDEAS, IDEAS

Both Libération in France and Maclean’s in Canada decided to celebrate International
Women’s Day with separate editions and cover prices for men and women readers.
Maclean’s said that it reflects the 26 per cent gap between full-time wages paid to men
and women in Canada. The Maclean’s special edition was published on March 6 2018,
Libération on March 8.

Le Monde is publishing Idées, a new supplement that according to INNOVATION´s Vasco
Ferreira “is a very elegant and sophisticated take on the news, serving caviar journalism
and analysis. That is reflected superbly in the design and picture editing making it a
pleasure that is only really appreciated in paper.”
More at: www.lemonde.fr/idees/  

More at: goo.gl/PBFto6 and goo.gl/nyuWFS
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ILUSTRATIONS

VISUAL JOURNALISM AT ITS BEST
Die Zeit, the most sophisticated German weekly is, yes, a wordy publication,
but it also values bold illustrations. These front and inside pages are striking
examples of visual journalism.
More at: www.zeit.de

4 POLITIK

PEKING
ie Macht schmückt
sich mit Bescheidenheit. In Pekings Verteidigungsministerium sitzt uns an einem
langen Konferenztisch aus schwerem,
poliertem
Holz
Oberstleutnant Wu Qian gegenüber. Tadellos
gebügelte grüne Uniform, glänzendes Englisch, freundliches Lächeln. Was Chinas größte strategische Herausforderung sei, wollen wir von ihm
wissen. Und Wu Qian, Sprecher
des Ministeriums, antwortet: »Die
Entwicklung unseres Landes.«
Wie bitte? In Nordkorea beschafft sich ein unberechenbarer
Jungdiktator Atomwaffen, die USA
drohen mit einem Angriff, und für
die Volksbefreiungsarmee ist die Entwicklung des eigenen Landes die größte Sorge?
Die Antwort des Offiziers ist nur auf
den ersten Blick überraschend. Bei genauerer Betrachtung erscheint sie plausibel, gerade in der gegenwärtig so aufgeheizten Situation. Denn sollte der Konflikt um das
nordkoreanische Atomprogramm zu einem
Krieg eskalieren, wären die Erfolge von 40
Jahren chinesischer Reformpolitik in Gefahr.
Deshalb sucht die Regierung in Peking nun den
Schulterschluss mit dem großen geopolitischen
Rivalen Amerika. Gemeinsam mit Washington
will es den Frieden sichern. Gemeinsam mit Donald Trump. Ausgerechnet.
Wenn man in diesen Tagen Gespräche in Pekinger Ministerien führt, im Parlament am Platz
des Himmlischen Friedens, in Universitäten und
Thinktanks, kann man dem Umdenken nachspüren, das in der chinesischen Hauptstadt begonnen
hat. Kein Zweifel: Die Kriegsgefahr in Ostasien
verändert die politischen Frontstellungen.
Dies also hat Kim Jong Un, Nordkoreas Diktator, erreicht: Donald Trump und der chinesische
Staatschef Xi Jinping stellen sich gemeinsam gegen
ihn, den Provokateur.

D

Illustration: Martin Burgdorff DIE ZEIT

China, tönte Trump im Wahlkampf,
wolle er sich so richtig vorknöpfen
Im amerikanischen Präsidentschaftswahlkampf
hörte sich alles noch ganz anders an. Die Chinesen
seien die Schlimmsten, verkündete Donald Trump
landauf, landab. Sie manipulierten ihre Währung,
verschafften sich dadurch rücksichtslos Handelsvorteile und »vergewaltigten« so die US-Wirtschaft. China, tönte Trump, wolle er sich als Präsident richtig vorknöpfen.
Dann traf er Xi Jinping in Florida zum Staatsbesuch, und binnen Kurzem avancierte China
vom Feind zum Partner. Nordkoreas Atomwaffenprogramm lässt sich nämlich nicht, das scheint
Trump mittlerweile begriffen zu haben, mit ein
paar Tomahawk-Marschflugkörpern aus der Welt
schaffen. Das ginge nur mit einem richtigen Krieg
– oder eben mit der Zusammenarbeit zwischen
Peking und Washington.
An der zweiten Option arbeiten der amerikanische und der chinesische Präsident nun.
Als Trump seinem Gast in Florida beim Dinner
mitteilte, er habe soeben den Befehl zum Abschuss
von 59 Marschflugkörpern auf den syrischen Luftwaffenstützpunkt Al-Schairat gegeben, ließ sich
der Chinese die Nachricht zweimal übersetzen.
Trump sagte nicht, so werde er es notfalls auch mit
Nordkorea machen. Aber das könnte die indirekte
Botschaft gewesen sein, die dabei mitschwang,
und Xi hätte wohl keinen Dolmetscher benötigt,
um sie zu verstehen.
Die beiden Präsidenten saßen insgesamt über
sieben Stunden lang zusammen. Und eines hat Xi
seinem Gastgeber offenbar klarmachen können:
Das Nordkorea-Problem ist für den Weltfrieden
noch bedrohlicher als der Syrienkrieg – und man
wäre gut beraten, es gemeinsam zu lösen. Die Folgen falschen Handelns könnten katastrophal sein.
Natürlich war der Militärschlag gegen Syrien,
während des Gastmahls in Florida gestartet, ein
diplomatischer Affront – »ein Schlag ins Gesicht
unseres Präsidenten«, wie Teng Jianqun sagt,
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Feind der Feinde
Nordkoreas Diktator Kim Jong Un bedroht mit seiner Atomrüstung
die Welt. Können sich die Rivalen USA und China gegen ihn verbünden, um
eine friedliche Lösung zu erreichen? Nachforschungen in Peking
VON MATTHIAS NASS

Direktor für
Amerikastudien
am Chinesischen Institut
für Internationale
Studien (CIIS) in Peking.
Trotzdem ist in Pekings
Außenministerium kaum ein kritisches Wort über Trump zu vernehmen.
Die Verachtung für den Jungdespoten in Pjöngjang verbindet. Als »kleiner fetter Kim« wurde Kim
Jong Un in Chinas sozialen Medien verspottet.
Die chinesische Zensur ließ sich viel Zeit, bis sie
den Schmäh im Netz verbot.
»Unsere Positionen nähern sich einander an«,
sagt eine einflussreiche Abgeordnete im Nationalen Volkskongress, dem chinesischen Parlament.
Wie die Vereinigten Staaten, so fordert auch China
ein sofortiges Ende der nordkoreanischen Atomversuche und Raketentests. In scharfen Worten
prangert es die »Provokationen« Pjöngjangs an
und stimmt im UN-Sicherheitsrat für Sanktionen
gegen den ehemaligen Verbündeten.
Vom unverbrüchlichen Bruderbund, geschmiedet im gemeinsamen »Kampf gegen den US-Imperialismus« während des Koreakrieges von 1950 bis
1953, ist nicht viel geblieben. »Chinas Führung ist
über Nordkorea frustrierter als je zuvor«, sagt Paul
Haenle, Leiter des Pekinger Carnegie-TsinghuaZentrums für globale Politik. »Und das gilt vor allem für einen Mann: Xi Jinping.« Bis heute weigert
sich Chinas Präsident, Kim Jong Un zu treffen.
Zwar unterdrückt auch Xi jede abweichende
Meinung in seinem Land, mit dem politischen
System im Nachbarland kann er durchaus leben.
Aber die Brutalität, ja der Sadismus Kims, der womöglich vor wenigen Wochen seinen Halbbruder
Kim Jong Nam auf dem Flughafen von Malaysias
Hauptstadt Kuala Lumpur mit dem Nervengas
VX ermorden ließ und der Geheimdienstberichten zufolge in den fünf Jahren seiner Herrschaft
schon mehr als dreihundert führende Funktionäre
exekutieren ließ, stößt ihn ab.
Vor allem sieht er mit Sorge, wie Kims atomare
Aufrüstung ganz Nordostasien destabilisiert. Und
darin weiß er sich mit den Amerikanern einig.

Beängstigend oft ist in den Pekinger Ministerien
vom Krieg die Rede. »Aus militärischer Sicht steigen
die Spannungen«, heißt es im Verteidigungsministerium. »Wir sind sehr besorgt, die Dinge könnten
außer Kontrolle geraten«, hören wir im Außenamt.
Unmittelbar vor dem Gipfel zwischen Trump
und Xi hat die US-Regierung ihre Nordkorea-Politik überprüft. Inter-agency process heißt das, wenn
der Nationale Sicherheitsrat die gesamte Expertise
der Regierung bündelt, um dem Präsidenten
Handlungsvorschläge zu unterbreiten. Das Ergebnis der Bestandsaufnahme: Es gibt auch militärische Optionen, inklusive eines Präventivangriffs
und eines »Enthauptungsschlags«.
Die Bevölkerung im Nordosten Chinas ist
besorgt über den nuklearen Niederschlag
Wenn Krieg droht, ist es gut, über eine funktionierende Kommunikation zu verfügen. Seit 2008 gibt
es zwischen dem Pentagon und der Zentralen Militärkommission in Peking eine Hotline. »Schon
viele Male« sei sie benutzt worden, erfahren wir im
Verteidigungsministerium. Im Notfall könnte
über die Hotline auch ein direkter Kontakt zwischen den Präsidenten hergestellt werden, so wie
im Kalten Krieg über das »Rote Telefon« zwischen
Kreml und Weißem Haus.
Auch für eine ständige Video-Verbindung zwischen den führenden Militärs ist gesorgt. General
Joseph F. Dunford, der Vorsitzende der vereinigten
Stabschefs in Washington, und Chinas Generalstabschef Fang Fenghui können bei Bedarf rasch
Fotos und Kartenmaterial austauschen.
Es sind Notfallpläne für ein Szenario, das verhindert werden soll: Krieg. Doch zu einer Denu-

klearisierung
Nordkoreas führt
eigentlich nur
ein gemeinsames
politisches Vorgehen
der USA mit China. Das
weiß man in Washington genauso gut wie in Peking.
Natürlich sind die Zweifel auf beiden
Seiten groß. Noch vor Kurzem war in der amerikanischen Hauptstadt zu hören, für eine Kooperation mit Peking fehle es einfach am »strategischen Vertrauen«. Tatsächlich unterstellt China
den Amerikanern, es gehe ihnen nicht allein um
Kims Atomwaffen, sondern um den Sturz des
nordkoreanischen Regimes. Umgekehrt werfen
die USA den Chinesen vor, den UN-Sanktionen
einen Teil ihrer Wirkung zu nehmen, weil sie beispielsweise bei dubiosen Finanzgeschäften der
Nordkoreaner über Banken in China die Augen
schlössen.
Überwiegend jedoch, das müssen auch die
Amerikaner anerkennen, halten sich die Chinesen
an die Sanktionsbeschlüsse des UN-Sicherheitsrates. Selbst über eine Einschränkung der Ölexporte
wird in Peking mittlerweile nachgedacht. Die träfe
Nordkorea ins Mark. Denn ohne Öl aus China
ständen nicht nur die Autos auf den Straßen Pjöngjangs still. Dann könnte Nordkorea auch seine
Panzer und Kampfjets bald nicht mehr bewegen.
Dennoch braucht es Zeit, damit das Vertrauen
zwischen den Weltmächten wachsen kann. Es gibt
in Peking genügend politische Hardliner, die den
Amerikanern eine Mitschuld an der jüngsten Eskalation geben. »Den USA mangelt es an Respekt
für Nordkorea«, ist von einer hochrangigen Politikerin zu hören, am liebsten würden die Amerikaner das Regime in Pjöngjang »erdrosseln«. Wie
man da erwarten könne, dass Nordkorea seine
Atomwaffen aufgebe?
Der Nordkorea-Konflikt gilt der Regierung in
Peking in erster Linie als ein bilaterales Problem
zwischen Pjöngjang und Washington. China sieht
sich lediglich als Vermittler. Es möchte eine kriegerische Auseinandersetzung durch einen »doppelten
Stopp« abwenden: Nordkorea soll seine Atom- und
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Raketenversuche einstellen. Im Gegenzug sollen
Amerikaner und Südkoreaner auf ihre jährlichen
Großmanöver verzichten, in denen der Norden
nichts anderes sieht als eine Vorbereitung zur
Invasion und zum Regimewechsel.
Die Amerikaner lehnen diesen Vorschlag
strikt ab. Die aggressive Aufrüstung des Nordens
und die legitime Verteidigung dagegen ließen
sich nicht gleichsetzen, sagt Paul Haenle vom
Carnegie-Tsinghua-Zentrum. Vielleicht verstehe China das nicht, aber in Südkorea lebten
mehr als hunderttausend Amerikaner,
darunter dreißigtausend US-Soldaten.
Jeder amerikanische Präsident werde
seine Bürger schützen, das sei seine
erste Pflicht.
Geschützt werden sollen sie auch
durch das Raketenabwehrsystem
Thaad, das die Amerikaner derzeit
in Südkorea errichten. Peking will
Thaad unbedingt verhindern, weil
dessen Radar weit über Nordkorea hinaus nach China spähen könne. Unfug,
erwidern die Amerikaner und warnen
zugleich: Gelinge es nicht, Nordkorea zum
Verzicht auf seine Atomwaffen zu zwingen,
würden die USA, Südkorea und Japan weitere Raketenabwehrsysteme aufstellen und miteinander vernetzen. Wolle China dies: ein
kollektives Verteidigungssystem unter amerikanischer Führung, gewissermaßen eine kleine
Nato direkt vor der Haustür?
In Peking müsse man doch sehen, sagen die
Amerikaner, dass sich Nordkoreas Waffen eines
Tages auch gegen China richten könnten. Die Bevölkerung im Nordosten des Landes sei doch heute schon beunruhigt über einen möglichen radioaktiven Niederschlag als Folge der Atomtests
gleich hinter der Grenze.
Amerikaner und Chinesen schauen aus sehr
unterschiedlicher Warte auf Nordkorea. Noch
trägt China keine globale Verantwortung wie die
Vereinigten Staaten. Als regionale Ordnungsmacht
jedoch will es ernst genommen werden. Auch deshalb kann es dem atomaren Größenwahn Kim
Jong Uns nicht tatenlos zusehen.
Mit Gewalt gehe es nicht, sagt
Oberstleutnant Wu Qian
Was aber geschieht, falls es zu keiner Zusammenarbeit kommen sollte? Dann gilt möglicherweise, was Donald Trump nach dem Treffen
mit Xi getwittert hat: »Wenn China uns hilft,
wäre das großartig. Ansonsten lösen wir das Problem ohne sie.« Vielleicht hat Kim Jong Un auch
wegen dieser Drohung auf einen neuen Atomtest
verzichtet, für den die Vorbereitungen bereits
liefen. Aber ganz mochte er das Provozieren nicht
lassen: Einen Tag nach der bombastischen Militärparade aus Anlass des 105. Geburtstages von
Staatsgründer und Kim-Großvater Kim Il Sung
ließ er wieder eine Rakete testen. Die allerdings
explodierte gleich nach dem Start.
Kim scheint es geradezu darauf anzulegen, die
Amerikaner zu reizen. Diese würden, so kalkuliert
er wohl, einen Militärschlag nicht wagen, zu groß
sei die Furcht vor dem Gegenschlag Nordkoreas.
Tatsächlich haben die verheerenden Folgen, die im
Falle eines Angriffs auf den Süden der Halbinsel
zu befürchten sind, alle amerikanischen Präsidenten, von Bill Clinton über George W. Bush bis
Barack Obama, bisher davon abgehalten, Nordkoreas Nuklearreaktoren und RaketenabschussStellungen anzugreifen.
Aber geht Pjöngjangs Kalkül auch unter veränderten Bedingungen auf? »Wenn Nordkorea erst
einmal die Fähigkeit hat, mit einer nuklearen Interkontinentalrakete Hunderttausende von Amerikanern in den Vereinigten Staaten zu töten, kann
die Entscheidung anders ausfallen«, glaubt der
Politikberater Paul Haenle.
Und was denkt man in Pekings Verteidigungsministerium? Gut eine Stunde dauert das Gespräch nun schon, mehrmals wurde Jasmintee
nachgeschenkt. Noch einmal fasst Oberstleutnant
Wu Qian die Einwände gegen ein militärisches
Eingreifen der USA zusammen: Mit Gewalt gehe
es nicht. Und auch eine politische Kooperation
kenne Grenzen: »China hat seine eigenen nationalen Interessen. Und die wird es nie opfern, um den
Amerikanern einen Gefallen zu tun.«
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DISPLAY

COVERS

YES, THE FRONT PAGE
IS YOUR BEST MARKETING TOOL

BLACK IS BACK

Der Tagesspiegel (Berlin) has been promoting its paper in a creative way, designed by the
German agency Scholz & Friends. The campaign won one gold and two silver Lions across
the Print and Outdoor categories.
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Die Zeit magazine follows Coco Chanel’s best advice:
black and white are the perfect harmony.
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Boko Haram Strapped Suicide Bombs to Them.
Somehow These Teenage Girls Survived.

The New York Times shows the way to edit photos. These two front page pictures are
as great as they are big. By Adam Ferguson.
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Late Edition
Today, a mixture of clouds and sunshine, stray showers, cooler, high 60.
Tonight, clear, chilly, low 46. Tomorrow, plenty of sunshine, high 63.
Weather map appears on Page B14.
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CRITICS GIVE WAY
AS THE G.O.P. TILTS
TO TRUMP’S ORBIT
ACQUIESCE OR GO HOME
Party With Less and Less
Room for Older Breed
of Conservative
By JONATHAN MARTIN
and JEREMY W. PETERS

ADAM FERGUSON FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Boko Haram Strapped Suicide Bombs to Them.
Somehow These Teenage Girls Survived.
By DIONNE SEARCEY

MAIDUGURI, Nigeria — The girls didn’t want to kill anyone. They walked in silence for a while, the weight of the explosives around their waists pulling down on
them as they fingered the detonators and
tried to think of a way out.
“I don’t know how to get this thing off
me,” Hadiza, 16, recalled saying as she
headed out on her mission.
“What are you going to do with yours?”
she asked the 12-year-old girl next to her,
who was also wearing a bomb.
“I’m going to go off by myself and blow
myself up,” the girl responded hopelessly.

It was all happening so fast. After being
kidnapped by Boko Haram this year,
Hadiza was confronted by a fighter in the
camp where she was a hostage. He
wanted to “marry” her. She rejected him.
“You’ll regret this,” the fighter told her.
A few days later, she was taken to a
Boko Haram leader. He told her she would
be going to the happiest place she could
imagine. Hadiza thought she was going
home. He was talking about heaven.
They came for her at night, she said,
grabbing a suicide belt and attaching it to
her waist. The fighters then sent her and
the 12-year-old girl out on foot, alone,
telling them to detonate the bombs at a

FATS DOMINO, 1928-2017

A King Even Elvis Bowed To
By JON PARELES
and WILLIAM GRIMES

Fats Domino, the New Orleans
rhythm-and-blues singer whose
two-fisted boogie-woogie piano
and nonchalant vocals, heard on
dozens of hits, made him one of
the biggest stars of the early rock
’n’ roll era, died on Tuesday at his
home in Harvey, La., across the
Mississippi River from New Orleans. He was 89.
His death was confirmed by the
Jefferson Parish coroner’s office.
Mr. Domino had more than
three dozen Top 40 pop hits
through the 1950s and early ’60s,
among them “Blueberry Hill,”
“Ain’t It a Shame” (also known as
“Ain’t That a Shame,” which is the
actual lyric), “I’m Walkin’,” “Blue
Monday” and “Walkin’ to New Orleans.” Throughout he displayed
both the spirit of New Orleans, his
hometown, and a resilience that
reached listeners worldwide.
He sold 65 million singles in
those years, with 23 gold records,

‘They said to
me, “Are you
going to sleep
with us, or do
you want to go
on a mission?”’
A IS H A , 15

camp for Nigerian civilians who have fled
the violence Boko Haram has inflicted on
the region.
“I knew I would die and kill other people, too,” Hadiza recalled. “I didn’t want
that.”
Northeastern Nigeria, now in its eighth
year of war with Boko Haram, has become a place afraid of its own girls.
So far this year, militants have carried
out more than twice as many suicide
bombings than they did in all of 2016, and
the attacks keep coming.
According to Unicef, more than 110 chilContinued on Page A7

Once Seen as Calming Force, Republicans Craving Harmony
Kelly Amplifies Boss’s Message On Tax Cuts, but Discord Grows
By PETER BAKER

CLIVE LIMPKIN/DAILY EXPRESS, VIA GETTY IMAGES

Fats Domino, a Top 40 regular
in the ’50s and ’60s, in 1967.
making him second only to Elvis
Presley as a commercial force.
Presley acknowledged Mr. Domino as a predecessor.
“A lot of people seem to think I
started this business,” Presley
told Jet magazine in 1957. “But
rock ’n’ roll was here a long time
before I came along. Nobody can
sing that music like colored people. Let’s face it: I can’t sing it like
Fats Domino can. I know that.”
Continued on Page A26

Despite the fervor of President
Trump’s Republican opponents,
the president’s brand of hard-edge
nationalism — with its gut-level
cultural appeals and hard lines on
trade and immigration — is taking
root within his adopted party, and
those uneasy with grievance politics are either giving in or giving
up the fight.
In some cases, the retirement of
an anti-Trump Republican could
actually improve the Republican
Party’s chance of retaining a seat.
Senator Jeff Flake’s decision on
Tuesday to not seek re-election
was greeted with quiet sighs of relief in a party anguished by his
plunging approval ratings.
But such short-term advantages mask a larger, even existential threat to traditional Republicans. The Grand Old Party risks
a longer-term transformation into
the Party of Trump.
“There is zero appetite for the
‘Never Trump’ movement in the
Republican Party of today,” said
Andy Surabian, an adviser to
Great America Alliance, the “super PAC” that is aiding primary
races against Republican incumbents. “This party is now defined
by President Trump and his
movement.”
On Wednesday, Joe Straus, the
speaker of the Texas House of
Representatives, announced that
he would not run again, an indication that the Washington fever
was spreading. Mr. Straus, a pragmatist with deep ties to the Bush
family who had tangled with his
state’s hard-liners, delivered a
plea that Republicans “appeal to
our diverse population with an optimistic vision,” but he still chose
flight over fight.
Mr. Straus’s dash for the exits
followed the retirement announcements of Mr. Flake, Senator Bob Corker of Tennessee and
Representatives Ileana RosLehtinen of Florida, Charlie Dent
of Pennsylvania, Pat Tiberi of
Ohio and Dave Reichert of Washington State — all members of the
Republican establishment.
Many of those who remain will
have to accommodate the president to survive primaries from the
Continued on Page A17

WASHINGTON — This past
summer, the Trump administration debated lowering the annual
cap on refugees admitted to the
United States. Should it stay at
110,000, be cut to 50,000 or fall
somewhere in between? John F.
Kelly offered his opinion. If it were
up to him, he said, the number
would be between zero and one.
Mr. Kelly’s comment made its
way around the White House, according to an administration official, and reinforced what is only
now becoming clear to many on
the outside. While some officials
had predicted Mr. Kelly would be a
calming chief of staff for an impulsive president, recent days have
made clear that he is more aligned
with President Trump than anticipated.
For all the talk of Mr. Kelly as a
moderating force and the socalled grown-up in the room, it
turns out that he harbors strong
feelings on patriotism, national

By JIM TANKERSLEY
and THOMAS KAPLAN

TOM BRENNER/THE NEW YORK TIMES

John F. Kelly has waded deep
into the culture wars.
security and immigration that
mirror the hard-line views of his
outspoken boss. With his attack on
a congresswoman who had criticized Mr. Trump’s condolence call
to a slain soldier’s widow last
week, Mr. Kelly showed he was
willing to escalate a politically distracting, racially charged public
fight even with false assertions.
And in lamenting that the country no longer holds women, reliContinued on Page A18

WASHINGTON — One week
before they are set to unveil a
sprawling overhaul of the federal
tax code, Republicans struggled
on Wednesday with key parts of
their plan, reigniting a fight over
retirement savings and racing to
cut a deal with lawmakers from
high-tax states ahead of a critical
budget vote in the House on
Thursday.
The challenges — and the
dogged effort to resolve them on
Capitol Hill — highlight the increased importance of the tax issue for a fractured party desperate for a legislative victory.
The prospect of a once-in-a-generation bill to cut taxes on businesses and individuals increasingly appears to be the best hope
for a party anxious to find common ground and advance an effort
that it has long championed as the
pinnacle of Republican orthodoxy.
It is a bit like having a baby to save

AL DRAGO FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Representative Kevin Brady
defended 401(k) changes.
a failing marriage.
But, like a crying newborn, the
drafting of the bill is already costing party leaders sleep. That was
evidenced on Wednesday, when
President Trump and a top House
Republican sparred over whether
the plan would include sharp reductions in how much Americans
might save, before taxes, in 401(k)
accounts. Meanwhile, congressional leaders worked to forge a
Continued on Page A19
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‘I was so afraid it would explode on its own.’
FA L M ATA B . , 15

From Page A1
dren have been used as suicide bombers
since the start of the year — at least 76 of
them girls. Most were under 15 years old.
One girl blew herself up along with a baby
strapped to her back.
Bombers here at the center of the battle
against Boko Haram have struck mosques,
marketplaces, checkpoints, camps for displaced civilians and anywhere else people
gather, including a single polo field attacked
multiple times. Trenches have been dug
around the University of Maiduguri, a frequent bombing target, in hopes of slowing
down attackers.
THE DEPLOYMENT OF CHILDREN has become so frighteningly common that officials
in the areas where Boko Haram operates are
warning citizens to be on the lookout for girl
bombers. A huge billboard here in Maiduguri
— the Nigerian city where Boko Haram was
born — proclaims “Stop Terrorism” with the
image of a scowling, wild-eyed girl with explosives on her chest, clutching a detonator.
Officials are publicly urging parents not to
hand over their children to Boko Haram for
use as bombers, while the military is circu-
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lating a video telling bombers they can surrender. It features an 11-year-old girl.
“Do not allow them to tie explosives on
you,” says the girl in the video. “It is dangerous.”
The public service ad paints bombers and
their families as Boko Haram collaborators
who either support the militants’ campaign
of terror, or were brainwashed or drugged
into doing so.
But The New York Times tracked down
and interviewed 18 girls in Nigeria who were
sent on suicide missions by Boko Haram.
Their accounts shatter the narrative often
perpetuated by officials.
Far from having been willing participants,
the girls described being kidnapped and held
hostage, with family members killed during
their capture.
All of the girls recounted how armed militants forcibly tied suicide belts to their
waists, or thrust bombs into their hands, before pushing them toward crowds of people.
Most were told that their religion compelled
them to carry out the orders. And all of them
resisted, preventing the attacks by begging
ordinary citizens or the authorities to help
them.
Aisha, 15, fled her home with her father
and 10-year-old brother, but Boko Haram

caught them. The fighters killed her father
and, soon after, she watched them strap a
bomb to her brother, squeeze him between
two militants on a motorbike and speed
away.
The two militants returned without him,
cheering. Her little brother had blown up soldiers at a barracks, she learned. The militants told her not to cry for him. “He killed
wicked people,” they told her.
Later, they tied a bomb on her, too, instructing her to head toward the same barracks.
Like some of the other girls, Aisha said she
had considered walking off to an isolated
spot and pressing the detonator, far from
other people, to avoid hurting anyone else.
Instead, she approached the soldiers and
persuaded them to remove the explosives
from her body, delicately.
“I told them, ‘My brother was here and
killed some of your men,’” she said. “My
brother wasn’t sensible enough to know he
didn’t have to do it. He was only a small
child.”
Other girls, whose full names are also being withheld out of concern for their security,
had similar stories of terror and defiance.
Fall on your tummy, face down, the militants told Fatima A., 17. But when she ap-
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proached soldiers, she put up her hands and
yelled at the top of her voice: “Look! I’m innocent! I’m not part of them! They forced
me!”
Amina, 16, was told to blow up worshipers
at a mosque. But as she drew near the crowd,
she spotted her uncle, who helped her to
safety.
Wait until you find a big crowd of civilians,
fighters told Hajja, 17. But if you spot just one
or two soldiers first, press the button, they
instructed her. Instead, when she came upon
a soldier, she showed him her bomb. He
guided her to an open field, where he gently
removed it.
Fati, 14, was deployed along with nine
other girls, each sent in different directions
to hit separate targets. She walked into a police station to ask for help, holding the bag
containing the bomb that militants had given
her. The officers screamed and ran out, she
said. But eventually they returned, telling
her to leave the bag in a nearby field and
walk away.
Maryam, 16, said she got help from an old
man resting under a tree. The two hollered to
one another from a safe distance, so that he
could question her first and get some assurContinued on Following Page
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A SECURITY PRISON IN PRINT
Die Welt´s Deniz Yücell, a correspondent for the German daily, was arrested without trial
and confined in a Turkish maximum security prison. His newspaper produced a special
edition that, when the pages were laid out altogether, showed the real dimensions and
characteristics of the prison cell (4.18 by 3.10 metres) in which he was held for more
than 300 days.
More at: @Besser_Deniz
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quote
unquote
A SELECTION OF COMMENTS
BY INDUSTRY LEADERS

“JOURNALISM IS PRINTING WHAT SOMEONE ELSE
DOES NOT WANT PRINTED:
EVERYTHING ELSE IS PUBLIC RELATIONS.”
ATTRIBUTED TO GEORGE ORWELL,
LORD NORTHCLIFFE (ALFRED HARMSWORTH) OR WILLIAM RANDOLPH HEARST

“We (at the Guardian) will follow five principles: we will
develop ideas that help improve the world, not just critique
it; we will collaborate with readers, and others, to have
greater impact; we will diversify, to have richer
reporting from a representative newsroom; we
will be meaningful in all of our work; and,
underpinning it all, we will report fairly on
people as well as power and find things
out. This is a challenge: a challenge for us at
the Guardian to grab these principles, develop
them and use them in all we do; a challenge to
Guardian readers, to engage with us, support us
if you believe in us, participate, advocate; and a
challenge to all media organisations, to find ways
to face this moment.”

KATHARINE VINER

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF, THE GUARDIAN
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“We no longer have two separate worlds, paper and digital. And we
no longer have a production cycle that is renewed every 24 hours,
but a cycle that is renewed every moment, in a continuous journey,
where everything is digital, with multiple deliveries, multiple
platforms, and the print is only one of them.”
ROBERTO IRINEU MARINHO

CHAIRMAN AND CEO OF GRUPO GLOBO, BRAZIL

“WE DO NOT
ALWAYS GET
IT RIGHT. IT IS
NOT ALWAYS
PERFECT.
BUT I THINK
THAT IF WE
JUST KEEP ON
IT. THAT’S THE
JOB, ISN’T IT?”
KATHARINE GRAHAM

FORMER PUBLISHER,
WASHINGTON POST

“For all of the shifts
[in the business
model]…it’s reporting.
In the end, I think
the institutions that
are thriving are the
institutions that
maintained their
investment and
ultimately increased
their investment in
bedrock reporting.”
DEAN BAQUET

EXECUTIVE EDITOR, THE NEW
YORK TIMES, USA

“The old
trope that
print is dead
is just lazy
thinking.”
LINDA THOMAS BROOKS

PRESIDENT AND CEO, THE ASSOCIATION
OF MAGAZINE MEDIA (MPA), USA

“The new newsroom model aims at adapting
the company to the new reality. We need to
establish a business model less dependent on
advertising revenue. We will make a digital
product that stands out from this ocean of free
commodity news online.”
FREDERIC KACHAR

CEO, INFOGLOBO, BRAZIL

“WE REJECT THIS NOTION OF ‘DIGITAL FIRST,’
BECAUSE WE THINK THAT DENIGRATES THE
CORE BUSINESS. WE THINK THERE’S A LOT OF
MONEY TO BE MADE IN THE PRINT BUSINESS.”
DAVID CAREY

PRESIDENT, HEARST MAGAZINES, USA
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“Ad blocking shouldn’t be
seen as this Chicken Little
problem to defeat.
It’s a consumer signal: You
have 236 million people
saying they don’t want this
experience anymore.”

“I’M TRYING TO BUILD
A DIGITAL MODEL BIG ENOUGH
AND STRONG ENOUGH
(for when print revenue is at zero).”

TONY HAILE

MARK THOMPSON

CEO, THE NEW YORK TIMES,
USA

CEO, SCROLL, USA

“Integration has allowed
us to create economies
of scale which are
essential to become
the leader in a mature
market in South Africa.
Today, subscriptions are
up 10 per cent across
titles. The Sunday Times
and Times are fully
integrated and we have a
digital-first operation.”
ANDY GILL

MANAGING DIRECTOR, TISO
BLACKSTAR, SOUTH AFRICA

“A CEO
should use
data as a
drunk uses
a lamppost
FOR SUPPORT, NOT
ILLUMINATION”
RORY SUTHERLAND

VICE CHAIRMAN, OGILVY, UK

“Although it is important to form your own
community on relevant external platforms such
as Facebook, and attract them to your own brands
and destinations, never bet your entire editorial
and business strategy on them. Your audience
who believes in you and your content is the main
strategy. Always remember that this can be a
fleeting relationship. Social platforms are not the
end goal, they are the channels to help fulfill your
strategy. Be clear about that.”
DOMENICA VELAZQUEZ

FIRST FEMALE EDITOR-IN-CHIEF IN CENTRAL AMERICA,
PRENSA LIBRE GUATEMALA
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The industry’s first and only digital revenue certification programme, from WAN-IFRA

helping to accelerate
publishers transformation
A little over a year ago the World Association of Newspapers and
News Publishers (WAN-IFRA) launched the first online learning
platform for digital revenue and transformation, called the Media
Management Accelerator (MMA).

S

ince then hundreds of news media
professionals from all over the world have
signed up for ongoing courses and more than
70 have completed their work and received diplomas
from WAN-IFRA. Some of the largest publishers in
the world to mid-sized to small local publishers have
taken part.
Since then hundreds of news media professionals
from all over the world have signed up for ongoing
courses and more than 70 have completed their work
and received diplomas from WAN-IFRA. Some of the
largest publishers in the world to mid-sized to small
local publishers have taken part.
"I would highly recommend the courses to my
editorial team leads, and I think the business would
benefit from us being exposed to more of the theory
behind the commercial and sales aspects,” said Adele
Hamilton, Managing Editor, Lifestyle, 24.com, South
Africa.
“The MMA has a lot of info on digital advertising
which I found very helpful in filling in my new role at
Mediahuis,” said Katrien Berte, Product Manager Digital
Advertising, Mediahuis, Belgium.
As traditional print revenues continue to decline in
most parts of the world, the transition to digital and

more diversified revenue streams is accelerating.
Such a rapidly changing environment presents news
organisations with numerous challenges.
That is why MMA was created: to support publishers
in their transition and transformation journey. MMA
provides news professionals with an open, engaging
platform where they can glean insight from industry
experts, share their newsroom experiences with fellow
publishers, and achieve certification in the industry’s
only complete digital revenue programme.
Our e-learning platform empowers news publishers
to make the digital leap by providing pragmatic advice,
the necessary tools and best practices in the industry.
The programme features six modules, clearly some of
the pressing issues facing publishers today, for news
media managers to pursue: Digital Revenue Strategy
& Diversification; Paid Content & Reader Revenue;
three on Digital Advertising (formats & marketplaces,
sales & execution, and data & analytics); and
Innovation & Integrating Startup Culture.
We have invited industry experts, senior editors, and
our panel of consultants to share their wisdom. We
have also included real-life case studies from the
likes of The Economist, Die Welt, Verdens Gang and
Amedia.

For more information, visit:

www.wan-ifra.org
INNOVATION IN NEWS MEDIA 2018

Kalle Jungkvist
Senior Advisor, Schibsted (Sweden)
on set filming Course 2
Join the largest publishers from the UK, Canada, South Korea,
South Africa, Belgium and more on the MMA journey

Course 1: Digital Revenue
Strategy and Diversification
Course 2: Paid Content and
Reader Revenue
Course 3: Digital Ads:
Formats and Marketplaces

Course 4: Digital Ads:
Sales and Execution
Course 5: Digital Ads:
Data and Analytics
Course 6: Innovation and
Integrating Startup Culture
For a free trial go to mma.wan-ifra.org
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“From Media Companies
To Information Engines”

We Consult. We Learn. We Publish

• Develops and implements strategic plans
for diversification, convergence and full
multimedia integration.
• Plans, directs and implements high quality
editorial projects for the modernisation of
newsroom management, graphic presentation,
tablet applications, mobile media, and editorial
content to drive greater advertising revenues
and increased circulation.
• Produces detailed and unique editorial
multimedia integration models and news
operations manuals, including news workflows
for INNOVATION’s state-of-the-art open-space
newsrooms.
• Organises tailored in-house training programs
for journalists and publishing executives.
• Works with family-owned media companies
to successfully navigate generational changes.
• Publishes reports and newsletters on
global media trends, including a quarterly
Confidential Newsletter in English and Spanish.
• Produces an annual report on Innovations
in News Media for the World Association of
Newspapers and News Publishers (WAN-IFRA).
Published since 1999, the report appears in
English and several other languages including
Russian, Arabic and Chinese.
• Publishes (since 2010) an annual report
on trends in the magazine industry for the
London-based International Federation of the
Periodical Press (FIPP). The report is published
in English and Chinese.

OUR VISION

INNOVATION believes that old style media
companies must become “multimedia
information engines TM”. We firmly believe
that good journalism is good business, and we
believe that an information company’s first
responsibility is to be profitable because without
profitability there is no independence, and
without independence there is no credibility.
Without credibility there is no audience, and
without an audience there is no advertising.
These new “Multiplatform Information and
Marketing Solutions Engines TM” must lead from
Readers to Audiences, and from Audiences to
Communities.

HOW WE OPERATE

We believe that change should not be imposed
but negotiated and based on consensus.
We do not believe in magic formulas. Every
project is unique. Every market is different.
Every company has its own characteristics.
Every newsroom has its own culture and
personality. We are not a general management
consulting company. Journalism is in our
DNA. We come from the industry and speak
its language. Although all our projects are
tailored to the client’s specific requirements,
they always include three key steps: analysis,
implementation and follow-up. All three are
critical elements in any consulting project.

20TH EDITION

INNOVATION IN
MAGAZINE MEDIA
2018-2019
WORLD REPORT

INNOVATION IN NEWS MEDIA WORLD REPORT 2018
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NNOVATION is a leading global media
consulting company based in London (UK),
founded 35 years ago, working with more
than 100 media and management consultants
fluent in 27 languages in almost 60 countries,
which:
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A SURVEY BY INNOVATION MEDIA CONSULTING
FOR FIPP – THE NETWORK FOR GLOBAL MEDIA
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EDITORS
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INNOVATION IN NEWS MEDIA
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20 Years Foretelling the Future
An annual survey by
Innovation International Media Consulting Group
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INNOVATION IN MAGAZINE MEDIA

An Annual Report for the International Federation of
Periodical Press (FIPP). A look at the top magazines and
publishers, and what they’re doing to innovate and stay
ahead of the curve. Featuring new marketing strategies,
new technologies, and emerging forms of journalism and
content. But most of all, you’ll see where the magazine
industry is headed.

20th
Edition
EDITORS

EMMA GOODMAN
JUAN SEÑOR

INNOVATION IN NEWS MEDIA

An annual examination of innovations in news media,
distributed at the general meeting of the World
Association of Newspapers, now WAN-IFRA. The
Report features richly illustrated articles with insights by
INNOVATION consultants on the latest editorial, marketing
and other developments and trends in news media
around the world.
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“La rentabilidad de los periódicos impresos va
disminuyendo y con el tiempo acabará siendo cero.
Hoy un superperiódico que no tuviera nada que ver
con lo digital no tendría posibilidad alguna de éxito”.
Presidente y consejero delegado de The New York Times Company
EDICIÓN
DIGITAL
INTERACTIVA

Estimado amigo:

®
El presidente y consejero delegado de The New York Times
Company, Mark Thompson ®, explicó recientemente durante
una visita en Madrid a la sede de Unidad Editorial (El Mundo,
Marca, Expansión) algunas claves de éxito del Times como
referencia global en la transformación digital.

Las claves, según Thompson, son fidelización, calidad y flexibilidad. Además, cree que “la batalla por el clic fácil por la que optan
muchos periódicos es una estrategia equivocada. Sin descuidar
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THE CHANGE PROCESS

Analysis, implementation and follow-up are the
three main phases of INNOVATION’s editorial,
graphic, technical, management, and business
change processes. We do not believe in cosmetic
changes or miracles. Every serious project
requires time and reflection. Improvisation
only leads to failure. We work closely with
our clients’ executives and professional staffs.
INNOVATION projects build on close creative
interaction between our clients and our
consultants. Success is heavily dependent on
follow-up, training and implementation.

INNOVATION IN NEWS MEDIA 2018

CONFIDENTIAL NEWSLETTER

A quarterly review of the technological changes,
journalistic innovations and commercial challenges of
the new Information Society, written by experts sensitive
to the needs of the professional market. It is aimed at
senior executives with an international perspective and a
creative mentality. It is published in English and Spanish.

INNOVATION IPAPERS

All our clients and subscribers receive a new periodical
publication devoted to time-sensitive issues. The
INNOVATION PAPERS cover new editorial products, new
technology developments and digital platforms, and new
advertising and marketing innovations.
It is published in English and Spanish.

We hope you will become a part of our readership
For subscriptions and to obtain copies visit:
www.innovation.media
INNOVATION IN NEWS MEDIA 2018

DELIVERS A NEW
FOUNDATION TO REINVENT
YOUR NEWS BUSINESS
How do you re-energize your news
brand in today’s competitive media
landscape? CUE offers news
publishers a completely new way of
innovating content creation.
CUE is developed by CCI Europe and Escenic in
close collaboration with leading media corporations, such as WeltN24, McClatchy, Rossel, and
JP/Politikens Hus. The new platform builds on
deep insights into the current and future needs
of today’s newsrooms.

DEVELOP YOUR BUSINESS
WITH CUE

INNOVATE AND STREAMLINE
YOUR CONTENT CREATION

CUE enables news publishers to beat new
paths forward, quickly, cost-effectively, and with
minimum risk:

CUE offers lots of ways to innovate content
creation and streamline workflows:

•

Work seamlessly across channels, from print
to SoMe.

•

Bundle all must-have tools in a tidy browser-based interface.

•

Create, edit, and share content for multiple
channels from one and the same interface.

•

Create content from any device, from
anywhere in the world.

T

USER GENERATED
CONTENT

•
•

Build a digital-first news organization.

•

Experiment with new channels and media
forms, quickly and cost-effectively.

•

Monetize content effectively.

Integrate newsrooms and break down
organizational silos.

NEWS PUBLISHERS WORKING
WITH CUE
CUE is already in use with a number of large
news publishers across the world, such as RTL
in Germany, YLE in Finland, Amedia in Norway,
and McClatchy in the United States.

CREATION

SOCIAL

ANALYTICS

CONTENT

DATA COLLECTING

WORKFLOW

BUILD THE PLATFORM YOU NEED
CUE is built on the solid foundation of the
NewsGate and Escenic platforms and is
designed to integrate seamlessly with legacy
systems and 3rd party tools, all within the same
user interface. This means that publishers can
build a unified publishing platform which is just
right for their business, using an out-of-the-box
solution as the foundation.

CCI & ESCENIC provide IT platforms
that support the evolving needs of
multi-channel publishing as well as
print and digital distribution.
Our scalable solutions help media
brands all over the world create
engaging content, reach new audiences, and optimize their business
strategies.

For more information about CUE and CCI
& Escenic, please contact Jacob Gjørtz,
Vice President Marketing, +45 30 84 40 30
or jgj@ccieurope.com
CUEPUBLISHING.COM
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